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WASHINGTON LETTER.

the permanent residents of the oity.
The gates of the White House
T H IN G S W E T H IN K -T H IN G S
SHAVING PARLOR,
grounds were thrown open at 9.00
From
Our
Regular
Correspondent.
j
Practising Physician,
O T H E R S T H IN K
C O L L EG EV IL L E, F A
OO LLEG EV ILLE, F*.
Telephone In office.
Washington
D.
C.,
Feb.
5,
1910.—
] M. precisely and the long line of
P.
AND WHAT WE THINK OF THE
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
t a r S e c o n d D o o r A b o v e R a ilro a d .
Now
that
Senators
Aldrich
and
Hale
,
STRANGE COMPANIONS.
carriages
and automobiles that had
THINGS OTHERS THINK.
have returned to the Capitol itis ex- formed
^
Finest grades of CIG A RS and TOBACCO
began slowly to move for
V. W E B E R , H .
BY E L B E R T B E D E .
The “Happy Family” and a Kitten and
always on band.
pected that there will be greater ac
M .
a Hawk.
ward
and
discharge their living
tivity in legislative work. Senator
The first public exhibition of a “hap
Q E O . J . HALLMAN,
Practising Physician,
freight.
Tbe
guests filed along the
Aldrich has been in Florida where 1
py family” in England was given
--The sanctity of marriage is
and up the stairs into the
he went for tbe improvement of his gallery
j
about fifty years ago, when there were
EYANSBUBG, P». Office Hours : U ntil 9
Carpenter and Builder,
a. m,; 7 to 9 t>. m. Keystone ’Fhone No. IT.
shown a monkey, a cat, several rats desecrated when it is "bartered for health. Senator Hale has been in East
;
room and after waiting twenty
NEAR MONT G LARE. P. O. Address—R. and three or four pigeons in one cage. wealth and foreign titles.
Maine lookingafter his re-election to minutes
,
a flourish of trumpets
D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa. All kinds of carpenter The monkey was on excellent terms
A. K R U 8E N , H . D .,
work, by the day, or by oontract. Estimates
the
Senate.
He
has
considerable
.
announced
that the reception had
|—While Carnegie is passing
-with the cat so long as puss would
cheerfully furnished.
10 28.
NO RRISTOW N, PA.
allow him to warm himself by cud around libraries to whomsoever may opposition there and many republi begun, when all tiled by the Presi
O F F IC E KOOMS : TH IR T Y , THIRTY-TW O
dling her; otherwise he would show
cans and presumably all democrats ,dent shaking hands with him and
AND TH IRTY -FO U R BOYER ARCADE.
g E M R Y BO W ER ,
his vexation by slyly giving her tail ask for them, why don’t why some hope he will be defeated. These two
Mrs. Taft and as many of the ladies
H ours. 8 to 9
T blrphonbs, Bell T18-D
a nip with his teeth.
one ask him for a library of check men Aldrich and Hale are tbe bosses ,of the receiving body as they de
a to 8
Keystone 807
The birds perched on the cat’s back
Veterinary Surgeon,
' 7 to 8
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
,
and pecked at her fur, and the rats books with bis autograph on each of the Senate. Aldrich especially, sired
to shake hands with. As they
O O LLEG EV ILLE, PA .
were as friendly with their natural check.
has been in a way the most success passed by the President and the
Bell ’Phone 23 x.
M. H . CORSON, M. D.
enemy as if she were one of their own
ful boss, if having one’s way with receiving group they filed into the
w
sort.
—Down in Florida a creamery in bis party couDts, that the Senate
Homeopathist,
dining room where refreshments
A lady walking in the Isle of Wight
J J A N IE L M. ANDERS,
C O L L EG EV IL L E, FA. O F FIC E —M ain St.
observed a little kitten curled up on spector'recently founda baby’s shoe has ever known. He has been bril were served. The crowd was large
and Fifth Avenue.
a mossy bank taking a midday nap. ih a can of milk. They may have to liantly opposed in his own party and at times dense but the novelty
Real Estate Bought, Sold
Office H ours—TJntil 9 a. m.; 1 to 3 and 7 to
As she stopped to stroke it a hawk give a little boot with milk down in notably for by Senator Dolliver of of eating in tbe White House was
and Exchanged.
• jam . *. •
1Wswooped down and, pouncing upon the
Iowa. Senator Aldrich is one of for tbe first time, enjoyed by an un
that country.
kitten, hid it from sight.
those
mute politicians who attains usual number. About eleven o ’clock
The lady, fearing for the life of the jjjw—The Missouri young lady wbp
K. S . D . C O RNISH ,
kitten, tried to rescue it, but the hawk has succeeded in trisecting an his ends b£ mysterious silence and the Marine Band moved into the
D
DENTIST,
firmly faced her, stood at bay and re
indefatiguable work. Senator Aid- East room which was a signal for
fused to move. She hastened to a angle, and says she can solve the rich is opposed to the postal banks
OOI.I 4E G E V II.t 1E, F A
INSU R A N C E E F FE C T E D .
dancing, and in this pass-time the
fisherman’s cottage and told the in perpetual motion problem, probably
First-class Workmanship G u aran teed ; Gas
but it is thought that tbe President’s President took part with Miss
mates of the impending tragedy.
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
couldn’t
divide
up
$40
a
mouth
so
Room
51,
Boyer
Arcade,
P.
O.
Box
467,
Keystone 'Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 37Y.
“It’s always so,” they Said, laughing. as to supply a multiplyiug family recommendation to establish such Mabel Boardman as his partner.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
“That hawk always comes down if
banks will be passed in spite of the
There is no lack of evidence that
any one goes near the kitten. He has and leave a remainder.
R . FR A N K B R A N D R K T H ,
opposition of Aldrich of Rhode the Republicans in Congress are
taken to it and stays near at hand ' —It does not sound reasonable to Island and Senator Jeff Davis of
D
WHO IS
to watch whenever it goes to sleep.”
extremely anxious with reference
(Successor to l)r. Okas, Ryckman,)
YOUR OPTICIAN?
The lady, greatly interested, made say that matches are made in heaven Arkansas.
to the elections that are to take
DENTIST,
EYE GLASSES artistically fitted further inquiry and learned ^that the when all the sulphur is in the other
It is given out that the President place next November. On the
with mountings best adapted to your kitten’s mother had died, after which place.
BOYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t
expects that tbe promises of the Re- other hand the Democrats are hope
honest prices.
features are a facial ornament. You, the nursling was missed for several
—An eastern man who was down publicaos party platform, reiterated ful and it will not surprise political
who are in need of glasses, prefer tbe days. One day the hawk was seen
newest and most up-to-date. We about the cottage picking up scraps of and out went insane and started to by him in bis campaign speeches, wiseacres if the next House shall be
AYNE R . LONGSTRETH,
bave them. Eye Glass Mountings, all meat and carrying them to the root of bark and bite. It might be said will now be carried out by the co
Democratic. This of course will
M
tbe latest designs, for comfort and -the cottage.
action of tbe insurgents and regulars. settle tbe question in another way
A ttom ey-at- Law,
elegance. Accurate Lenses and suc
The fisherman climbed up and found that he went to the dogs.
Tbe House Committee on Rules no of Speaker Cannon’s dictatorship.
cessful fitting are tbe secret of our the lost kitten nestled in ,a hole in the
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroier Build—There is a Texas woman who
longer retains its despotic power Another man, presumably Champ
success.
thatch
and
thriving
under
the
care
of
Ing, 1420 Chestnut S t., Phila., Pa.
claims to be 132 years of age. She
Its strange foster father. It was
and legislative measures can no Clark, will be elected as Speaker of
Long Distance Telephone. House No. W J.
&
brought down and restored to the cot probably thought it was no use try longer be but through by tbe dictum
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
SCIENTIFIC OPTICIANS,
the House.
ing to conceal it any longer.*
705Chestnut St.; both ’phones; Phila., Pa. tage, but the hawk would not resign
of tbe Rules Committee but must
his charge and was always'at hand 1
The investigation in Congress
y y ARVEY I. SHOMO,
—A monkey was operated upon at depend on caucus approval. It really
rescue the kitten from the caresses of
with reference to the cost of living
strangers.—Philadelphia North Amer Omaha for appendicitis not long ago. appears that tbe truce has been is proving a very delicate sbject to
FIRST-CLASS
Attorney-at- Law,
ican.
This is one patient that the doctors brought about through an under
tbe Republicans, for they fear that
W1 SW EDE STR SET, NO RRISTOW N, PA.
didn’t have to make a monkey of, stand! ng that the House organization
Single
and
Double
Heaters
the tariff will be blamed and that tbe
RESID EN CE—ROYEBSFORD.
> Dictionary Lore.
apy way.
will act with the insurgents and vote party will suffer. Republicans as
“Poison”
and
“potion”
are
doublets,
Both ’Phones,
Ranges, Cook Stoves,
the former being an older form of the
— An Indiana cigaret fiend is not into law tbe postal savings bank bill well as Democrats know full well
WICKLESS OIL HEATERS, RADI latter. Both are derived from the sensitive to the pricking of needles tbe interstate commerce bill and the that in spite of party assurances
J J E R B E R T C. MOORE,
Latin “potare,” to drink, and “poison”,
conservation bill. Tbe Federal in
ATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
in its original sense signified merely or piDs. Needles and pins have no corporation bill, it is understood, and in spite of the approval of tbe
terrors to tbe person who does not
at the right prices, and good service guar something to drink.
Attorney-at- Law,
tariff bill in the President’s WinoDa
may be postponed until next session. speech, the revision was upward
While the word “human” used as recoil from the coffin nails.
ALBERTSON TRUST O 0. B U IL D IN G , anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to
give all my patrons satisfaction.
The bill admitting New Mexico and instead of downward and the up
meaning “a human being” is now
806 Swede St.. Norristown. Pa
only colloquial or humorous, Lowell - —Roosevelt’s enemies say he is Arizona has passed the House and
♦ Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
ML
F. C. P O L E Y , in the introduction to the “Biglow Pa erazy. If this the case, many people it is said is in favor with the Senate. ward prices of everything that one
eats, or wears, or uses, since then,
pers” chided Bartlett for including it would suggest that it would be a
LIM ERICK SQ UARE, PA .
in his “Dictionary of Americanisms” good plan to look through insane There is hope on the Republican prove that the Payne-Aid rich bill
J O S E P H S. KRATZ,
side that the ship subsidy bill will
and remarked that it was Chapman’s
was a snare ki which the whole
habitual phrase in his translation of asylums for the next president,
Attorney-at- Law,
be enacted. There is considerable America people have been entrapped
Homer and that it is found also In the
—Some delvers into tbe mysteries elation in the camp of tbe insurgents and robbed. There is a feeling of
1909 COMMONWEALTH B U ILD IN G , 18th
old play of “The Hog Hath Lost
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
of
tbe evolution of man now claim who claim they have weakened if uneasiness in the Republican ranks
His Pearl.”—Rochester Democrat and
Philadelphia.
that the human race originally be not broken the power of the Com that may devlop into a panic.
Chronicle.
Telephones.
gan life in tbe form of trees. There mittee o d Rules. It is certain that
A Flame Combination.
are a few “sticks” left to bear out the Cannon-Dalzell crowd no longer
HOMAN HALLMAN,
M I S S I S S I P P I N A V IG A T IO N .
If a small quantity of chlorate of
parade matters out of the Commit
T
potash be powdered and mixed with the theory.
Every one has a general idea that
Attorney-at- Law,
an equal quantity of powdered sugar
—Three billion dollars worth of tee on Rules with confident expecta the Mississippi is a very long river,
a
candle
may
be
lighted
by
means
of
tion
that
a
majority
of
the
House
THE SILVANDO.
838 SW EDE STREET, NO RRISTOW N, PA
eggs are laid annually by the hens
but few realize the astonishing
the n xture without matches.
A t my residence, next door te National Bank,
of
the nation. If by their fruit ye w.ill approve their action. Party amount of navigation that may be
Place a little of it in the depression
Queer
W
histling
Language
of
the
Ca
caucuses are the order of tbe day
Collegevllle. every evening.
I-*L
around the wick of a candle that has shall know them, tbe hen should be
nary Island Natives.
done upon that and tributary
been
previously
used
and
then
touch
the natiooal bird. Wouldn’t biddy, where, after fair discussion an streams. For very large steamboats,
In Gomera, one of tbe smallest of
agreement
is
made
and
this
alone
the
mixture
with
a
glass
rod
the
end
j STR O V D W E B E R ,
the Canary islands, the silvando, or
look fine on the back of coins hold
the limit of navigation is 2141 mileswhistling language, survives. A cor of which has been dipped in oil of ing a lay in one upraised foot and receives the approval of tbe major
vitriol.
It
will
burst
into
flame,
light
from tbe Gulf of Mexico, but smaller
Attorney-at-Law,
respondent writes; “A traveler must
hanging onto the national debt with ity in regular session. It is said steamers may ascend 650 miles
ing the candle.
land
a
t
the
little
port
of
San
Sebastian
No. t EAST A IR Y ST., NORRISTOW N.
that the insurgents are hopeful of
the other.
and there find a muleteer from the in
removing tbe Speaker, Mr. Cannon further. The Missouri, tbe largestOan be oonsulted every evening a t his resi
terior.
With
him
he
must
ride
up
the
dence in Evansbnrg. Both 'phonos.
11-26
True T h rift
—Manyi’meb
act
as
if
they
were
from
tbe Rules Committee during tributary stream, has 2900 miles
steep bridle paths that wind through
“When visiting a certain town in the “ so many” that we should think
the present session. It can be which may be navigated by fair
the mountains. When no longer any north of England.” says a medical
S. G. F IN K B IN E R ,
living thing is within sight and the man, “1 was told of an extraordinary their wives would feel as if they had easily understood that the Presi sized steamers, and the Arkansas
u .
wilderness is only broken by the crim incident wherein the main figure, an committee bigamy.
dent is doing all in bis power to heal has 800 miles. Steamers may travel
son
flower of the cactus growing in economical housewife, exhibited under
up tbe White River for 799 miles and
Real Estate and Insurance the clefts
of the rock, the mnleteer trying circumstances a trait quite
—For a fellow that uses the old- the breach in the Republican party up theCumberland 600 miles. Tbe
dismounts, sets his forefingers togeth characteristic of her. It seems that fashioned bow and arrow, Cupid and to strengthen it for the doubtful
LOANS and INVESTM ENTS, NOTARY
er at a right angle and places them she had by mistake taken a quantity makes a great many big killings.
fight in the next Congressional Red River is navigable for 986 miles
PU BLIC. ROYEBSFORD, PA.
in his mouth. An arrow of piercing of poison—mercurial poison—tbe anti
and tbe Ohio for 950 miles. Ia
election.
sounds shoots across the ravines and dote for which, as all should know,
—The Tennessee orator who gets
addition those already mentioned
The social season is at its height
up the stony terraces into the fast comprises the whites of eggs. When intoxicated with bis own voice
J O H N J . R A D C L IFF,
there are 40 tributary rivers navi
nesses of the mountains. A moment’s this antidote was being administered
in Washington. Dinners and re
wouldn’t
make
much
of
a
temper
gable for distances varying from
panse and there comes a thin, almost
ceptions at the White House and at
order for which the unfortunate
Painter and Paper Hanger uncanny, answering whistle from far the
ance
talker.
50
to 300 miles and 10 that have less
lady had overheard, she managed to
tbe homes of the Cabinet ministers
than 50 miles of navigable depth.
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COL- away. Conversation begins and, as murmur, although almost unconscious:
—Now
comes
some
one
and
says
and at those senatorsand representa
LEG E V IL LE , PA. Contracts taken and good the sounds rise and fall, are stacca‘Mary. Mary: Save the yoiks for the that maD used to bave a tail. In
Tbe total navigation possible on the
work and material guaranteed. Full line wall
tives who can afford them are tbe
toed or drawn out, so they are faith puddings T ’’—London Tit-Bits.
paper and paint for sale.
45
larger streams forming tbe Miss
which case, old Adam may have order of day, or rather of the night
fully echoed and transmitted by the
issippi
and tributaries is about 16,hills.
beep quite a wag in bis way.
aod it is interesting to note tbe
H is Text.
g
S. PO LEY ,
“Then comes the ghostly reply, and
500
miles.
The three-year-old son. of a Metho
—Carnegie says millionaires have changes, small but significant, in
then question and answer follow with dist
minister was with his mother at
out
hesitation
or
misunderstanding.
an
awful load to carry. Andy will social matters under different ad
Contractor and Builder, Perhaps the stranger will ask, ‘What a gathering of ladies. At the proper
C H I N E S E R A IL R O A D S .
find plenty of people willing to obey ministrations. Tbe chief innovation
time
he
was
given
a
cooky.
He
ate
it
TRAPPE, PA
are you doing th e r e A n s w e r : ‘There in short order and asked for another.
At this moment China possesses
the scriptural injuction: “ Bear ye at tbe White House is refreshments
Prompt and accurate in building construction. is a traveler with me. One of our The hostess said:
6300milesof
railways, of which only
to
all
invited
guests.
The
number
one another’s burdens.”
mules is lame. Can you bring ns a
Estimates cheerfhlly furnished.
6-23
“I’ll
give
you
another
if
you
will
1930
are
managed
by the Chinese.
invited is not so large byany means
fresh one?" ‘Yes, I can. Do you sing for ns.”
—The Maryland board of health as during the anministration of Tbe management of tbe regaining
want
anything
else?’
‘You
might
bring
p
§ . ROOMS,
“Can’t sing,” was his reply, "but I says it is necessary to keep your
some milk along if you have any,’
Roosevelt and his predecessors but 4370 miles is divided among six
mouth shut if you would be healthy. it is quite large enough to fill the foreign Powers, as follows: RusSO H W EN K SY ILLE, PA.
and so on. That the conversation is know something I can say.”
“That
will
do
all
right,”
the
lady
an
correctly Interpreted is presently con
Slater and Roofer,
swered, expecting to hear “Twinkle, Still, the American woman seems to Executive Mansion without crowd- sians manage 1077 miles, Belgians
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey firmed by the arrival of the mule and twinkle, little star,” or some other be in pretty fair physical condition.
Stone, etc. Estim ates furnished, w ork con the milk, and the distance that sepa
ing it. For example, the Congress 903 miles, Japanese 702 miles, Gertracted a t lowest prices.
lloct
rated the parties to the dialogue turns nursery classic.
—An instrument to foretell earth ional reception was held last nightt mans 684 miles, England 608 miles,
But the little fellow drew himself up
out to be about three miles.
quakes
is being perfected by scien some thirtee^hundred guests attend- and Frenchmen 400 miles. When
in
real
Sunday
school
fashion
and
said
“Long notes and short notes, rising
his
piece:
E DW ARD D AP aVinIDte, r a n d
tists.
That
ought to be an invalu ed including members of the Senate3 tbe railways now being laid down
and falling tones, go to make this mar
“God
loveth
a
cheerful
giver.”
velous means of communication. No
able first aid to tbe married man and House and tbe adult members ofI in China are finished, the total
Paper-Hanger,
The lady gave him the cooky, and
record is to be found of its origin or
who stays out a little late with the their families with many vistiorss length of China’s railway system
OO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
Samples ef paper
history, and it will be a thousand the whole company seemed to be very
to Washington and a large number off will amount to 8000 miles.
Dities if scientific investigation is not cheerful about i t —Harper’s Magazine. boys.
always on hand.

o

B . H O R N IN G , M.

ji

made before the silvando is added to
the list of dead languages, as assur
edly it will be within the next two or
three generations.”—Chicago News.
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Thursday, Feb. lO, 1910.
CHURCH SER V IC ES.
St. Jam es’ Church, Lower Providence, Kev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. -unday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 8.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeviiie, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. a t 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks S ta
tion, Rev. G. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.30 a. m 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
—2.16 p. m. Yested ohoir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at
9.46 a. m. Preaching a t 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Kev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
a t 9 a .m . Preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
J uoior Endeavor prayer meeting a t 2 p. m.
Y. P. S. U. E. prayer meeting a t 6.45 p. m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
a t 7.30 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Kev. Geo. K. Kiffert, pastor. Trappe—Preach
ing a t 10 a. m.; Sunday School a t 2.00 p. m.;
Limerick—Preaching a t 2.30 p. m.; Sunday
School a t 1.30 p. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeviiie for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.46,11.02a..m., 2.27, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—8.80
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

Home and Abroad.
—Sunday
—February 6 and 7,
—Are numbered with the coldest
days of the present winter.
—Thermometers registered from
4 to 6 degrees below zero
—/In this quarter, Monday morn
ing.
of

the

“old-fashioned”

—Like history, is being repeated.
—Lincoln’s Birthday, Saturday,
February 12,
—And St. Valentine’s
Monday, February 14.

Day on

—Pay homage to the memory of
the great Lincoln.
—Election Day, next Tuesday.
Polls open from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Vote!
—It costs some people more to
live than they are worth.—Dallas
News.
—The Schuylkill Valley Traction
Company is planning to extend its
trolley line from Pottstown to Stowe.
—Those who in quarrels inter
pose often wearabloody nose.—Gay.
—Mrs. Elizabeth Shick, almost a
nonogenarian whodied in Pottstown
last week, had not partaken of any
food or nourishment for 39 days.
—Those who dome from the brink
of death only know the fich fullness
of life.—Florida Times-Union.
—A blind woman in Oley town
ship, Berks county, according to
the assessors, has $400,000 at
interest.
—Sleeping out-of-doors all night,
George Bolack, of Pottstown, was
found half-frozen and was sent to the
local hospital to be thawed out.
—A man who can raise potatoes
could do very well at it if he didn’t
think he could paint portraits.—
New York Press.
—A horse and a cow belonging to
Peter Kehs, of Hereford township,
Berks county, slipped on ice, and
each broke a leg. The animals had
to be killed.
Matrimony.

January 26, at the Lutheran par
sonage, Trappe, by the Rev. W. O.
Fegely, Mr. Harry R. Miller, of
Spring City, and Miss Elsie M.
Butt, of Black Rock, were united in
wedlock.
How’s T his?

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney lor the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business trans
actions and financially able to carry out any
obligation made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is takeu internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot
tle. 8old by all druggists. Testimonials
free.
Ta e Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Office of Town Clerk Aboliahed.

Persons nominated for Town Clerk
iD the various townships of the
the county need have no fear of
defeat at the election. Under a new
Act of Assembly this office has been
abolished. The County Commis
sioners have stricken their names
Lone Old M a n Killed by G as.
Alois Belser, aged citizen of Potts- from the ballot.
town, was asphyxiated Friday sit
ting in a chair alope in his home.
Slander Suit.
Coal gas escaped from a pipe con
Andrew N. Leidy, of Naceville,
nected with a range.
Frederick township, is made defend
aot in a $10,000 damage slander suit,
Revival Services.
which is brought against him by
Elder J. Smith of Weilersville, Michael Fox, who says that Leidy
Ohio, will begin a series of revival accused him of being dishonest and
services at the River Brethren’s of defrauding people and of going
meeting house, near Graterford, on to Sellersville after more victims.
Saturday evening February 12. All
invited.
D o ga Quarantined.
Question Doelded.

At a recent and quite interesting
meeting of tbe Crescent Literary
Society, near Yerkes, the question,
‘‘Resolved that wealth exerts more
influence over mankind than know
ledge,” wasdecidedin the negative.
The Society will hold a Social on
February 19.
Jurors for M arch Court.

Tbe following named are among
the jurors drawn for duty at tbe
court at Norristown in March: Ed
ward W. David, Herbert Yost, Col
lege ville; Gabriel King, GeoTge
Richardson, Henry Umstead, Upper
Providence; Wm. Childs, Lower
Providence; Harry Dambly, Skippack; John P. Fisher, Perkiomen.
N ew Instructors at Ursinus.

—And Monday,

—One
winters,

Fox Let-Out at Eaglevllle.

There will be a fox let-out by the
AuduboD Club at -Whitby’s Eaglevilie hotel at 12 o ’clock, coon, this
Thursday. Shooting match at the
same place at 2 o’clock.

Dr. H. P. Keely, of Schweuksville,
visited Skippack and quarantined
all the dogs that came in contact
with the supposed mad dogs which
passed through the town one day
last week. Quarantined dogs are
not allowed to run at large for one
hundred days.
A Tow nship W ithout Supervisors.

Lebanon county has a rival to
Huntingdon county in a township
without a Board of Supervisors.
This district happens to be Cold
Spring township, which lies along
the northern border. It has less
than a dozen voters and no Board to
keep up its few roads.
Arm Torn.

William King, of Norristown, is
suffering from injuries to his right
arm, sustained while at work, Fri
day, at the silk mill on West Airy
street. King was working about a
large thread machine, when his
shirt sleeve caught in a cog wheel
and his arm was drawn between the
cogs, the flesh being torn almost in
to bone. A fellow workman quickly
stopped the machine.

Two new instructors have been
added to the teaching staff of Ursious College and Academy within
the past week.
Miss Blanche
Williams, a graduate of the Woman ’s
College of Illinois and the Emerson
School of Oratory, is the new in
structor in English and history and
will act as the Principal of Sbreiner
Hall, the young women’s dormitory.
Coroner K in g Protests. Mr. R. D. Holt, of Amherst College,
Coroner
King has entered a vigor
succeeds Prof. Howe as teacher of
Latin and Greek.
ous protest against disturbing the
body in acaseof violent death where
the cause is not clearly indicated.
M eeting of Association of
The remarks are brought out by the
Supervisors.
A meeting of tbe Montgomery case of Bernhart Lougbrley, whose
body wtis found in the yards at
County Association of Supervisors
Consbohocken
between the two
will be held in the Court House,
railroads.
The
body was removed
Norristown, on Thursday, Febru
before
the
coroner’s
arrival. It is
ary 17. At the morning session at
not
known
which
railroad
the death
10 o ’clock" there will be addresses
occurred
on
and
there
was
no
chance
by I. P. Knipe, Esq., and Hon.
for an official inspection.
Joseph W. Hunter; discussion by
members, aud tbe election of ,officers.
Tuberculosis Exhibit.
In the afternoon, at 1.30, there will
be more discussion and addresses
The State Department of Health’s
by Theo. Lane Bean, Rsq., J. G. C. Tuberculosis exhibit will be in
Dunn, and J. H. Weeks. All Sup Norristown next week, February
ervisors and Road masters are urged 16th, 16th and 17th. It will be
to be present.
shown at C ity Hall, DeKalb street,
and will be open on these days be
A Fashionable W edding.
tween the hours of 9 a. m. and 5 p.
Mrs. Georgine Waters and Mr. m., and also each evening. The
James Townsend were united in lectures, illustrated by stereopticon
marriage at noon, Monday, in St. views, during the day will be par
Stephens’ church, Philadelphia, by ticularly for school children. The
the Rev. Carl E. Grammer, tbe lectures in the evening will be
rector. Following the ceremony a given by interesting speakers, who
reception was given at 1500 Green are specialists on tuberculosis.
street, after which Mr. and Mrs.
Townsend left for an extended trip
Sudden Deaths.
in the South. After May 1 Mr. and
Charles Kohler, a leading jeweler
Mrs. Townsend will be at home at of Norristown, died suddenly Mon
“ Windermere,” in Lower Provi day morning just as he was board
dence, near this borough. Among ing a train at Overbrook for Norris
the guests present at the weddiog town. Mr. Kohler and his wife bad
were Mr. A. D. Fetterolf of this visited friends along the Main Line
borough, and Mrs. Landis and Mrs. Sunday, and, unaccompanied by
Chailen, of near Perkiomen Bridge. his wife, hurried to reach the train
Monday morning and reached the
Jacob R ils Lectures at the College. station in an exhausted condition.
Hon. Jacob Riis, whom ex-Presi He was about 50 years of age.
dent Roosevelt ODce called America’s
Mrs. Sarah Tyson, aged 69, of
best citizen, lectured in Bomberger Skipjack, died suddenly on Friday
Hall, on Wednesday evening of last in front of her home. Mrs. Tyson
week. His subject was “ The Battle had just assured her brother Jacob
with tbe Slums.” Mr. Riis has Landis, a farmer who was serving
been fighting evil conditions in the her with butter, that she felt well,
slums of New York city for twenty and turned around to retrace her
years and in that work was , asso steps into her home, when she
ciated with Theodore Roosevelt dropped dead—a victim of heart
when the latter was Police Com disease. Deceased was the widow of
missioner of the city. The lecturer the late Theodore R. Tyson. She
paid glowing tribute to tbe ex- is survived by three sons and two
President. The talk was illustra daughters. The funeral was held
ted with stereopticon viewsandthus Wednesday morning, at 10.30, with
the squalor and wrechedness of services in the Upper Mennonite
New York tenement life and of what Church.
is being done to improve those con
ditions were graphically portrayed.
President Helps Orphans.
Mr. Riis is an earnest, forceful
Hundred of orphans have b en helped by
speaker.
the President of the Industrial and Orphans’
Home «t Macon, Oa., who writes: “ We have
need Electric Ritters in this Institution for
nine years. It has proved a most excellent
Took All His Honey.
medicine for Stoma h, Liver and Kidney
Often all a man earns goes to doctors or troubles. We V card it as one of the best
for medicines, to cure a Stomach, Liver or family medicines on arth.” It invigor* es
Kidney trouble that Dr KlLg’s New Life all vit I organs, purifies the blood, aids di
Pills would quickly cure at slight cost gestion, creates app. ttte. To strengthen
Bent for Dyspepsia, Indigestion Biliousness, and build n t pale, t ’dii, weak children or
Constipation, Jaund ce, Malaria, and De rundown people it has no equal Best for
bil ty. 25c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug female • omplaints Only 50c at Joseph W.
st re, Collegeviiie, aud at M. T Hunsicker’s Culbert s drug sto e, Collegeviiie, and at M.
store, Ironbridge.
T. Hunsicker’s store, Ironbndge.

Closed to Fishing.

Candidate for the Legislature.

The Commissioners of Fisheries
announce that the Hosensack creek
in the upper end of Montgomery
county has been closed to public
fishing for three years or until June
14, 1912. The stream has been
stocked with fish. The portion
closed to fishing is from the head of
the dam about 1000 feet from where
it empties into county line. The
penalty for fishing in the stream is
$20 for each offense.

Democratic County Chairman
Harvey Chirstman, of Li afield, has
announced his candidacy on the
Democratic ticket for the Legislatu re
from the Fourth Legislative district.
The primaries at which the candi
date will be chosen will be held on
Saturday, June 4.

Entertainm ent at Ironbridge.

On Saturday evening, February
12, members of the Silver Link Lit
erary Society will give an enter
tainment in Eagle Hall, Ironbridge,
for the benefit of the Union Sunday
school of that place. Misses Bertha
Saylor, Grace Clamer, Clara Kline,
May Hunsicker, Bertha Moyer, and
Edna Kramer, will participate in
the “Sketch—Six Cups of Choco
late.’’ There will be a farce and
excellent vocal and instrumental
music. Tickets for reserved seats,
15 cents—now on sale at M. T.
Hunsicker’s store.

Operation for Appendicitis.

Miss Margaret Hoeger, daughter
of .George Hoeger, Superintendent
of the Schuylkill Valley Traction
Company, underwent an operation
at the German Hospital Philadel
phia, Monday for appendicitis.
Miss Hoeger had been ill for the
past week and her condition was
such that on Monday it was decided
to take her to the hospital.
Children Rescued From Burning
House.

A two-story frame house at
Seventh and Walnut streets, Lansdale, was partly destroyed by fire
Thursday night, caused by a de
fective flue. Two children of Ed
ward Huff, the occupant, who were
A D og That Likes to Ride on Trains. asleep on the second floor, were
carried in their night clothing to
Oscar Hoffman, an Ebensburg,
a neighbor’s bouse.
Pa., barber, has a dog that likes to
ride on trains. Recently when it
was released to get some air it made In san e M a n Jumped Into Furnace.
for the railroad station and took the
Alfred Moore, a forgeman at the
train for Cresson. No one claimed Bloom Works, Spring City, horri
it and it was allowed to make the fied his fellow workmen, Friday, by
trip. When the train was ready to jumping into an open charcoal fur
go back to Ebensburg the dog was nace. It required prompt work to
there to board it again. Soon the prevent his incineration. Though
train was ready to go back to Cres severely burned his wild insanity,
son again. So was the dog. This said to have been cause by domestic
time, however, thebrakeman remon trouble and religions emotion,
strated and would not allow the led him to slash himself furiously
canine to board. The dog sat on with a razor with shocking effect.
the station platform and howled, He was taken to the Hospital at
then went home.
Pbeenixville.
'•
Bursting Em ery W heel Killed
David C . Long.'

Thursday morningDavid C. Long
of Royersford, formerly of the vi
cinity of Graterford, was almost in
stantly killed by the bursting of
an emery wheel at the plant of the
Royersford Foundry and Machine
Company. The side of his face was
torn away and he lived only a few
minutes after the horrible accident.
Deceased was in his 61st year, and
leaves a widow and the fellowing
sons and daughters: .Daniel, David,
Irwin, Bertha, Ida, Hattie, William,
John and Harry. Funeral was held
Monday, from bis late residence at
10 o'clock. Short services at the
Gratersford Brethren church at
12.30. Interment in the adjoining
cemetery.
Boy Accidentally Killed by H is
Brother.

The side of the head of Norman
Harper, aged 5 years, was blown
off Sunday at bis borne at Spring
Mount, near Sch wenksville. He
and bis. brother Raymond were in
the attic playing, when the younger
boy took down a shade roller, and
pointing at his brother, playfully
said: “ I ’ll shoot you.” Raymond
picked upan old musket and pointed
it at his brother. He pressed bis
finger to trigger, and there was a
report, and the brother received
both loads which were not known to
be in the musket, behind the ears.
Death
was instantaneous. The
parents heard the report, arid rush
ing upstairs, were horrified at the
sight. Coroner King, after an in
vestigation, declared that the shoot
ing was accidental. Funeral on
Saturday at 10 a. m. Interment at
Swamp Lutheran cemetery, under
taken F. W. Shalkop in charge.
PERSO N AL.

Newton Radcliff on Saturday at
tended the funeral of his uncle, J.
K. Jamison, at Rushland, Pa.
Ralph Walt is now working in
West Chester.
Mrs. Clayton Hunsicker, of Phila
delphia, was in town, Sunday.
Mrs. Cballen is seriously ill at
the home of her brother in Philadel
phia.
Dr. Haines of( Ursinus College,
spoke at a local teachers’ institute
at Sassamansville, Friday.
The varsity football squad of
Ursinus, as the guests of President
Keigwin, attended the performance
of Ben Hur in Philadelphia, Satur
day evening.
Mr. A. M. Halteman, of Norris
town, called upon old friends about
town, Sunday.
Mr. F. J. Clamer has been suf
fering acutely with facial. neuralgia
the past few days.

Farm ers’ Institutes.

U rsin u s Academ y Abolished—
Founders’ Day.

Founders’ Day was celebrated at
Ursinud College Tuesday and at the
annual mid-winter meeting of the
Board of Directors held in the
morning action was taken discon
tinuing the preparatory department
after the present term. This action
was taken because of the fact that
it is now possible to prepare for
college at public high schools and
and because Ursinusdoes not desire
to continue in competition with
other secondary schools from which
institutions it is desired to attract
gradutesto the college. The public
exercises were held in Bomberger
Hall in the afternoon and were at
tended by a large number of people.
Music was furnished by the glee
clubs. The speaker of the occasion
was Rev. J. R. Davies, of Philadel
phia, whose subject was “Social
ism .” At five o ’clock a luncheon
was served the Board of Directors,
the Faculty and the students.
Speeches were made upon this oc
casion by representatives of these
several bodies.
M id -W in te r Fair at the College
Saturday Evening.

What will undoubtedly prove the
most pleasing affair of its kind to
be held in this section this winter
will be given in Bomberger Hall of
Ursinus College on Saturday even
ing, February 12, in the nature of a
mid-winter fair. The primary ob
ject of the committee haviDg the
fair in charge has been to provide a
rousing good time for all who at
tend. Ij was once the custom to
hold these fetes every winter at this
time and they always attracted large
crowds who were well pleased with
the hosts of enjoyable
things.
Thi^ year the arrangements have
been made on as large a scale as at
any time in the past and doubtless
Bomberger Hall will be crowded
with a throng of merrymakers Sat
urday evening. Besides the usual
supper tables where the best of
eatables will be served, and the
candy, fancy-work, flower and cake
tables, novel attractions will be
offered in the line, of a young
ladies’ minstrel troupe, valentine
post office, “ bit the nigger,” and a
variety of interesting games. The
fair will be .concluded by a grand
auction at which Mr. L. H. Ingram
will act as auctioneer. Admission
free.

The season, for holding Farmers’
Institutes is here and it is import
ant farmers and their wives should
avail' themselves of these special
opportunities to receive and impart
useful and helpful information. The
first Institute will be held at Centre
Point on February 16 add 17; the
second at Sch wenksville, February
18 and 19; the third at East Green
ville, February 21 and22; the fourth
at Sanatoga, March 2 and 3. A num
ber of special instructors will join
the farmers in the discussions at all
the sessions of the Institutes. The
Institute at Centre Point will in
clude five sessions — Wednesday
Girl Kidnaoed In Bridgeport.
afternoon and,evening at 1.30 and 7;
Katherine Qurmo, 16 years old,
Thursday at 9 a. m., and 1.30 and 7 daughter of John Qurmo, of Hurst
p. m. The program throughout will street, Bridgeport, was kidnaped
be a very interesting one.
Monday evening and carried away
in a big red touring car. The father
DEATHS.
of the girls says that a fellow 2fi
George C. Sinderling died on Sat years old is the kidnaper. He formurday at his residence near Eagle- ly board with the Qurmo family,
ville, aged 79 years. The funeral and when he got attentive to Kathe
was held on Wednesday of this rine was requested to promptly
week. Interment in Westminster find another abode! The girl was
cemetery, near Philadelphia; un on her way home, with her sisters,
from the hosiery mills of Rambo &
dertaker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
Regar Monday evening. Sbe had
just crossed Ford street bridge
Emily B .t wife of John Platt, of
when they saw a large touring car
this borough, died of B right’s dis
standing along the curb. Suddenly
ease on Sunday evening, aged 42
three men grabbed Katherine. She
years. The husband and five child
resisted, and her twosisters attempt
ren survive. The funeral will be
ed to prevent her being carried off.
held this Thursday at 9 a. m. In
While two of the men rolled Kathe
terment at Media, Pa. ^undertaker
rine in a blanket the oilier man kept
Bechtel in charge.
the two sisters from interfering.
The chauffeur sent the car up Front
Peter Saylor, formerly of Lower street, and came over the DeKalb
Providence, died Monday at the street bridge at great speed. The
residence of bis granddaughter, father of the girl says he thinks the
Mrs. John Glisson, of Worcester, adbuctor secured the auto at Pbceaged 80 years. One son, John, of nixville. The kidnaper, named Veto
Lower Providence, survives. Fun Perone, was captured in Pbcenixeral to-morrow (Friday). All ser ville, is now in jail, and the girl has
vices in the Lower Providence been restored to ber parents.
Presbyterian church at 2.30; under
taker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
Suffrage A ssociation Meeting.
Blanche^ widow of the late Walter
G. Keel, died Tuesday at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. K.
Koons, of Eagleviile, aged 23 years.
The funeral will be held on Satur
day. All services in the Lower
Providence Presbyterian church at
2 p. m.; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in
charge.
Saved From Awful Peril.

•‘I never telt so near my grave,” writes
Lewis Chamblin, of Manchester, Ohio, R
R. No. 3, “as when $ frightful cough and
lung tremble pulled me down to tl5 pounds
in spite of many remedies and the best doc
tors And th*t I aui alive to-dav is d ie
solely to Dr King’s New Discovery, which
completely cmted me. Now 1 weigh 160
pounds and can work hard, it also cured
my four children of croup.1’ Infallible for
Coughs and Colds, it is the most certain
remedy for L&Grtppe, Asthma, desperate
lung trouble and all bronchial affections.
5 c and l.«»0 A trial bottle free. Guar
anteed by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist,pollegeville, and M M Hunsicker, Ironbridge

The Norristown and Collegeviiie
Woman Suffrage Association met in
Y. M. C. A. Parlor on Wednesday
afternoon, with members present
from Collegeviiie, Port Kennedy
and Norristown. One new member
was enrolled. Arrangements were
made for a Valentine Social to be
held February 11th at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Platt.
Some questions were answered, in
regard to Pennsylvania’s laws rela
ting to the mother having an equal
guardianship with the father over
their children; there are but four
teen States in the Union where this
is the case;so there is urgent need to
amend the laws in the remaining
ones. Mrs. Platt read a letter from
the National President, Rev. Anna H.
Shaw, and Mrs. Jones read a sketch
of the Life of Dr. Sarah A. Dolley
who was one of the women pioneers
in the study of medicine. Miss

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S, PUBLIC SALES, ETC,
Black fan read a report of a meetiog
of the Philadelphia Woman Suffrage
Society, at which the principal
speaker was Miss Alice Paul, of
Moorestown, N. J. whospeot several
weeks in an English prison and was
subjected to forcible feeding. The
following Resolution was adopted
at the meeting. “ It is with deepest
sorrow that we announce the death
«f our member and fellow-worker,
Elizabeth T. Hilles. Although not
an active member, whenever she
was called upon to help bear the
burden, she was always ready to do
her share with a rare sweetness
and gentleness, which she exhibited
ip a remarkable degree wherever
she worked. Therefore, Resolved,
That with heart overflowing with
our sense of loss we tender bur lov
ing sytppatby to those of her home
circle, who must feel their bereave
ment most keenly. ”

Items From Trappe.
Mr. ' Herman Gebser and Miss
Sickel, of Norristown, were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John McHarg, Sunday.
St. Luke’s Reformed Sunday
School will hold a special mission
ary service next Sunday at 9. a. m.
The local political situation be
comes more complicated, interest
ing, and vexatious, a$ the days go by.
The result of the ballots next Tues
day will no doubt reduce the tem
perature.
Miss Cora Keeler visited her
grandmother, at Perkasie, begin
ning of the present week.
Mr. Ralph Wismer and Miss Sue
Fry were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Hosea Walker, of Collegeville, Sunday.
Large assortment of valentines at
Brown back’s store.
Elmer Poley, the contractor and
builder, is slowly recovering from
au attack of grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Shuler are
visiting Rev. and Mrs. Helfricb at
Bath, Pa., this week.
Dr. and Mrs. W. Z. Anders en
tertained Miss Nora Anders, of
Worcester, and Mr. Joseph Jarvis,
of Norristown, Sunday.
Mrs. Annie R. Alderfef has returned from a visit to friends in
Philadelphia.
Four below zero Monday morning.
The Brethren held prayer meet
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Poley, Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heffelfinger
spent Sunday in Conshohocken, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. David
Derr.

Jottings From Limerick.
A number of business men and
other citizens have filled H. F.
Stauffer’s ice house, and they will
be repaid for their effort next sum
mer.
Irving Miller was recently ten
dered a birthday surprise by a
large number of friends.
Misses Mary and Emma Stauffer,
of Philadelphia, visited H. F.
Stauffer and family, Sunday.
Election next Tuesday.
Daniel Brubaker was unfortunate
the other evening in being thrown
out of an upsetting sleigh. His
horse, after breaking the shafts and
damaging the front of the sleigh,
ran away.
Remember the bread, cake, candy
and pie sale at T. D. Kline’s on Sat
urday next from 4 to 8 a. m.
Rev. J. C. Smith, of Canton, Ohio,
preached a very interesting sermon
iu St. James’ Lutheran church on
Sunday.*
Mrs. Sallie Poley returned home
after spending a week at Cbalfont.
Miss Daisy Hartenstine visited
her parents over Saturday and Sun
day.
Henry Hoff and family attended
Mr. Wampole’s funeral in Philadel
phia on Sunday.
The condition of Road Supervisor
Schott remains about the same.
Mr, Thomas Gallagher and son
were, recent callers at the home of
H. F» Scblichter.
Mr. H. H; Landis and daughter
Susan attended the local institute
held at Sassamansville last Satur
day. : / ' . >
Mr. Thomas D. Kline announces
the engagement of his daughter-,
Edna Belle Kline, to Mr. Charles
W- Naftzinger of Harrisburg.
Miss Carolyn Swavely is im
proving.
Miss Bertha Schlichter was home
over Sunday.

Evan sb u rg

and

V icin ity. demnation will be volunteered with

George' Litchfield spent Saturday
ana Sunday with bis grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Musick.
Nelson Fegley visited his parents
on Sunday.
Miss Anna Bergmann is spend
ing the week with friends in Phila
delphia.
The M. E. church will hold their
annual supper on Saturday evening,
February 19. All welcome.
D. H. Casselberry lost a horse,
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Godshall spent
Sunday with ; Wm. Wanner and
family.
Mrs. Cleaver has rented part of
Margaret Casselberry’s house, now
occupied by E. Schaeffer.
Wm. Godshall is moving toGeorge
Trucks^ss’ farm, near Fairview
Village. x

FROM OAKS.
The firemen’s fair closed Wednes
day night, and the proceeds netted
some five hundred and seventy dol
lars. Peter McBride won the gun,
turning in ninety-one dollars and
sixty cents. Charles Boileau the
clock, Minerva Radcliff the ladies’
watch, Ed. Johnson won a suit of
clothes. The attendance through
out was good, notwithstanding the
weather was not any of the best.
The groundhog came out and saw
his shadow, and it will be a long
time until we hear the welcome
song of the huckster, with bis fresh
sbad-oh.
Lent began with Asb
Wednesday, forty days of absti
nence. Six long weeks of ground
hog weather. Easter comes on the
27th day of March, and if we don’t
eat meat for thirty days, will meat
be any cheaper when that time is
up? Dried herring is not literary
food or good for the brain; and carp,
though to be had at one time for the
gathering, are no account as food
and fit only for Hottentots to eat.
Miss Adelaide and Isabella Heiser
of Trooper were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Ellis.
Mrs. Jacob Brower of Mont Clare
was a visitor to Perkiomen, Friday.
Miss Flora Rupert of Green Tree
visited Mrs. G. W. Brower, Jr.,
Perkiomen, Thursday. We make a
note of locations to show the name
Perkiomen has not been changed to
Oaks and that Green - Tree is still
the same old Green Tree.,
Miss Rupert went to Pottsville on
Saturday to spend a week with
friends there.
Mrs. Charles Hallman and Mrs.
G. W. Brown Jr. were visitars to
Pboeoixville on Saturday.
John B. Dettra has not been so
very well the past few days. The
fact is we are getting old, and when
afflicted do not recover so quickly
from our affliction as when younger.
There is a marked improvement in
Frank Rapp’s case, who was af
flicted with typhoid fever. Mrs.
Ida Rambo has been on the sick list
for a long time.
The woman with the wagging
tongue has forecasted the changes
for the coming season, and as she
knows it all, would make a rattling
good gatling gun correspondent for
a daily paper.
Rev. Mr. McGee preached Sunday
morning from the tenth verse of the
eighty-fourth Psalm: For a day in
tby courts is better than a thous
and. I bad rather be a doorkeeper
in the house of cfty God than to
dwell in the tents of wickedness.
The theme was rather be door
keeper, etc.
W. R. Miller, who was expected
to deliver a series erf lectures
throughout the week, is snow-bound
out in the boundless west; and will
not be able to meet bis engagement
here. Blame it on the groundhog.
Next week an evangelistic meetiog
will be held gnd Rev. Mr. Swiegart
will be present.
The Green Tree Sunday school
have new^inging books.
The W. C. T. U. held a meetiog at
Mrs. Joseph Fitwater's residence,
Indian Rock farm, Wednesday.
It is expected an agent of the
Sunday School cause will preach in
the Green Tree church next Sunday.
Joe Umstead has hot been feeling
as well as in days gone by. We. are
getting older every day, and don’t
forget it.
Friends at Wiloi wood, N. J., an
ticipating the coming of Lent, and
also the meat boycott, sent Mrs,
Ellis a thirteen-pound codfish; just
to help out the boycott.
Sunday was a cold day, and the
wind blew a cutting blast.
All but'two men have been laid
off for a time in Valley Forge park,.
and as we are one of the all we have
will have abundant time to cogitate.
We have never made a success of
our cogitations. Whom the gods
wish to destroy they firstinake mad,
and the Colonel wields a pen as he
did bis saber in the glorious Eighth
Penna. Cavalry who saved the army
at Cbancellorsville.
Mr. Kratz’s
history, or political record, was
highly delectable
readiog, and
proves the fact that should you
want the biography of man from his
infancy to his manhood, nominate
him for office, and praise and con

out compensation. Newspaper con
troversies avail little, in convinc
ing, without a suit for slander
follows.
Charles T. Davis," of Lower Provi
dence, was buried in the cemetery
at St. Paul’s on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Davis was a friend to our
family and we have known Kim all
our life. He was an esteemed and
respected citizen, known through
out the county.
Monday morning the thermometer
marked eight degrees below zero.
That is the coldest this year.
Mrs. Jacob Dettre, of Norristown,
was a visitor to Oaks, Sunday.

CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS.

J..Z7.

.CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local,
70®70%c.
' OATS steady; No. 2 white, 52%@
54c.; lower grades, 52c.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 17
@18c> : old roosters, 12@12%c. • Dress
ed firm; choice fowls, 18c.; old roost
ers 13c.
BUTTER steady; extra creamery.
33c. per lb'.
EGGS steady; selected, 33 @ 36c.:
nearby, 31c.; western, 31c.
POTATOES steady, at 52@55c. per
bushel. ■
Live Stock Markets.

PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE firm; choice, $6.80@7; prime,
$6.60@6.75.
SHEEP steady; prime wethers, $6.60
@7; culls and common, $3@4; lambs,
$6@9.25; veal chives, $9.50@10.
HOGS -firm; prime heavies, $9.20'w‘
9.25; mediums, $9.20; heavy Yorkeic,
$9.15@9.20, light Yorkers and pigs.
$9.05@9.10; roughs, $8@8.65.

HIS THOROUGHBRED.
Thursday, February 3.

The comptroller of currency of the A Deal the Horseman Put Through on
the Dead Quiet.
treasury issued a call for a statement
A maD known roundabout as a
of the condition of national banks at
the close of business as of Jan. 31.
lover and possessor of fine horses was
The United States senate passed the lately driving one of his favorite
army appropriation bill and the urgent Steeds along a suburban road when
deficiency appropriation bill, the for he came upon another horse lover, al
mer carrying $95,440,567 and the latter most as well known, who was driving
>3,150,000.
Representative Hardwick, of Geor in the opposite direction. Seemingly
gia, charged on the floor of the house pleased fo meet each other, both drew
that colored enumerators were being up alongside.
“I heard only yesterday that you’d
used to take the colored census of the
south in order to overcome the ill ef gone away and brought back a new
fects to the Republican party arising thoroughbred,” greeted the second
from President Roosevelt’B dismissal horseman.
of troops engaged in the Brownsville j “Yep,”, gleefully returned the first
affray.
horseman; “I’m just after leaving her
Friday, February 4.
back home while I give this horse a
In the absence of his mother, the little spin for his liver.”
three-year-old son of Mrs. Bonnie Mil
“Think she’ll suit?’ asked the sec
ler, of Arabia, O., started a fire with ond man, squinting good humoredly.
coal oil. The house was destroyed. The
“Well, you know my style, old man.
boy’s eighteen-months-old sister per She Can step along in the best class,
ished.
and she’s got a pedigree eclipsing any
President Taft announced that he around here.”
did not consider an amendment to the . “How long have you had her?”
corporation tax law necessary in order
“Just four days,” answered the first
to prevent rival concerns from obtain horseman in the same gleeful tone,
ing information as to the private af “but I’ve had my eyes on her for some
fairs of competitors.
time back.” ,.
To prevent the lynching of a dying
“Carried this deal through a little on
colored man, members of the state the quiet didn’t you?”
militia are guarding the jail at Hope,
“Yep;” laughed the first man, with
Ark. The prisoner, who is charged a head shake of satisfaction.
with having insulted a white woman,
“Is she a record breaker?”
was shot while enroute to prison.
“Sure thing; wouldn’t ' have any
Saturday, February 5.
other. Wait till you fellows get a
An apparent shortage of upwards of glimpse of her, and if you don’t agree
$450,000 in the accounts of the South that I’ve still got my eyes for winners
Bridge (Mass.) Savings bank was ad I’ll eat the tail off that horse there.”
mitted by officials of that institution.
- Suddenly the second horseman lean
Chicago will vote on the saloon ques ed over toward his friend and thrust
tion at the April election provided the out his- hand in palpable earnestness.
petition filed can withstand the legal
“Accept my congratulations,”- said
attacks planned by the liquor organi he, “and also give ’em to your—your
sations.
thoroughbred!”
President Taft has agreed, other en : “I will!” heartily returned the other
gagements not interfering, to attend man, gripping the proffered fist. “Be
on Feb. 22 the annual banquet of the sure to come in and see us.” he added
Alexandria-Washington lodge of Ma as’ his friend prepared to drive on.
sons, of Which George Washington was “I know she’ll be tickled to meet a
the first master.
friend of mine; she isn’t too high
Seizure of twenty barrels of oysters hitched for that, old man. That’s her
on the complaint that they had been winning quality; She’s a wife fit for
contaminated by sewage, created ex a horse judge!”—Detroit Free Press.
citement among Chicago dealers. The
oysters were said to have been shipped
THE QUICKEST WAY.
from South Norwalk, Conn.
Monday, February 7.

William S. Shaffer’s three-year-old
son Charles was perhaps fatally scald
ed near Marietta, Pa.
Struck by a ball in a racquet game
at Chicago, Walter Farwell, son of
former United States Senator Charles
B. Farwell, lost an eye.
After long resistance, James Daniels
and his five sons, noted feudists, who
are charged with murder, surrendered
to the Kentucky authorities.
Following anonymous threats to poi
son every persoh in the village of
Suring, Wis., one child has perished
by poisoned candy, and the population
of 200 is terrified.
Tuesday, February 8.

The main factory building of the
Quaker Shade Roller company, at Bay
City, Mich., was partly destroyed by
fire, causing a loss of $100,000.
John H. Core, aged seventy years,
one of the wealthiest men in eastern
Virginia, and the uargest individual
holder of real estate in Norfolk, Va.,
is dead.
President Taft will celebrate St.
Patrick’s day with the Irish at Chi
cago, having definitely accepted an in
vitation of the Good Fellowship club,
of that city
Homer C. Cope, an Indianapolis,
Ind., bricklayer, shot and killed his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Louisa C. George:
shot his wife in the head and then
killed himself with' the same weapon.
Cope and his wife had separated.
Wednesday, February 9.

Car shops to cost more than $1,000,000 are to be built by the Big Four
railroad ,at Beech'Grove, near Indian
apolis, Ind.
Herman Strauss, twenty-four years
old, who just, completed a penitentiary
term, shot and killed his wife Annie;
eighteen years old, and then killed
himself in a flat in' New York.
Willliam O. Parsons, thirty-five
years old, of Ripley, W. Va., Demo
cratic nominee for congress in the
Fourth West Virginia district in the
last campaign, died suddenly of heart
failure in a local hotel.
Clyde Morlen, eight years Old, was
attacked by wolves at the city park
menagerie in Parkersburg, W. Va., and
an arm was so badly lacerated that it
will have to be amputated. As the boy
stood near the cage one animal seized
h i3 left arm and two others fastened
their teeth in his legs.

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
The Latest Closing Prices For Produce
and Live Stock.

PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR weak;
winter low grades, $4.40@4.60; winter
clear, £5@5.25; city mills, fancy, $6.10
@6.40.
RYE FLOUR steady; per barrel,
$4.25@4.40.
w h e a t quiet; No. 2 red, $1.25@

How One Might Travel 190 Miles In
About Ten Minutes.

It is estimated that if all mechanical
difficulties could be removed and suffi
cient power developed the minimum
time in which passengers could be
transported over the eighty-five miles
from New York to Philadelphia would
be six minutes and forty-four seconds
and for the 190 miles from Boston to
New York ten minutes and four sec
onds. A correspondent of the Scien
tific American who has been working
on the problem says that the trains
would have to be run in a vacuum to
prevent their being heated to incan
descence by the resistance of the air.
They would have to be held in sus
pension in the vacuum tube through
which they traveled, for the slightest
contact with the sides of the tube
would result in enormous friction.
The cars might be held in suspension
by the propulsion of opposing magnets
on the cars and on the tubes respec
tively. When thus isolated they could
be propelled only by the power of
magnetism. The energy consumed in
propelling the cars would be compara
tively low.
To avoid shock or jar the trains
would trave1 faster and faster until
one-half of the distance should be cov
ered and then slow down until the
destination should be reached. When
the rate of acceleration is just such as
can be borne with comfort the limit
is attained. The effect on the passen
gers would be a continuous pressure
against the back of the seat, as when a
car is started suddenly, for the first
half of the journey, and then in order
to prevent them from pitching out of
their seats the chairs would be turned
in the opposite direction for the rest
of the journey, during which the same
sensation would be felt.
At the speed named the passengers
would be traveling, for each half of
the distance one-jhird as fast as they
could fall through the same space un
der the attraction of gravity.
The Two Angels.

The following allegory is told among
the Turks:
Every man has two guardian angels,
one on his right shoulder and one on
his left. In doing good the angel on
the right shoulder notes it down and
sets a seal upon it, for what is done
is done forever. When evil is com
mitted the angel on the left shoulder
writes it down, but he waits until mid
night before he seals i t If by that
time the man bows bis head and says.
“Gracious Allah, I have sinned; for
give me!” the angel blots out the fault,
but. if not he seals it at midnight, and
then the angel on the right shoulder
weeps.
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efo rt
OP THK CONDITION OF THE COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK, AT COLLEGEVILLE, IN
THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS, JANUARY 81, 1910.
RESOURCES.
L oans and disco u n ts.........................
8132,002 79
O verdrafts, secured and u n s e c u re d ....
6 41
Ui S. Bonds to secure c ir c u la tio n ...... 50,000 00
P rem ium s on U . S . B onds....................... 1,000 00
Bonds, securities, e tc ............................... 59,327 01
B anking house, fu rn itu re, and fixtures 8,930 50
Due from N atio n al B anks (not reserve
a g e n ts)..................................................
540 61
Due from approved reserve a g e n ts . . . . . 18,044 57
N otes of o th er N atio n al B anks . . . ___
880 00
Fraotional p ap er currency, nickels,
and cen ts.....................................
121 85
L aw ful Money Reserve in B ank, v iz :
S p e c ie ........................ ...........89.662 60
L e g a i-te n d e m o te s.......... .. 300 00— 9,962 50
R edem ption fund w ith TJ. S. T reasu rer
(6 p er cent, of circulation) ............ 2,500 00

R

T o ta l .........................

p U B L I€ SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 11, 1910, at Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, one carload of fresh cows
from Centre county. Gentlemen, there
will be an unusual number of extra heavy
cows in this load and; taking them alto
gether, they are the best lot of milk and
butter producers I have shipped here dur
ing the past year. I have taken special
pains for one month id selecting them.
You will all be pleased with them. Sale
at 1.30. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.

8282,815 24

L IA B IL IT IE S .
C ap ital stock paid i n .......................
.860,000 00
S u rplus fu n d ............................................... 8,00Q 00
U ndivided profits, less expenses and
tax es p a id ............................
4,817 99
N ational Bank notes o u tstan d in g ........ 50,000 00
Due to o th er N atio n al Banks __ . . . . .
745 96
Due to T ru s t Com panies and S avings
B an k s...............
1.165 12
In d iv id u al deposits su b je ct to ch eck .. .165,411 42
Demand certificates o f d ep o sit....... ...... 2,400 jOO
C ashier’s checks o u tsta n d in g ................
274 75

T o ta l.......................................... . ....... 8282,815 24
S tate of Pennsylvania, County t
of Montgomery,
s 88'
I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear th a t the above
statem ent is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
W. D. R E N N IN G E R , Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd
day of February, 1910.
G ^Z . VANDEKSLICE,
N otary Public.
My commission expires January 5,1913.
Correct—A tte s t:
A. C. LANDES,
C. S. K L IN E ,
HORACE PLACE,
Directors.
Commenced business February 14, 1907.

P U LBOL ICA D’ SOAFL E O F O N E C A R .

.Lebanon County Cows!

Will be sold a t public sale on THURS
DAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1910, at Beck
man’s hotel, Trappe, Pa., one carload of
extra fine fresh and springer cows from
Lebanon county. Gentlemen, you know
what these cows are and I call them very
good ones. Come early and look them
over. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions
by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Petermhn, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
ANTED
W
To buy a low-priced farm, for cash.
Address
P. O. BOX 15,
1-20-41.

Collegeville, Pa.

ANTED.

Married man for farm work, by
April 1, on farm of 100 acres on road lead
ing from Trappe to Black Rock. Also
single man for same place. Address
CHAS. E. LONGACRE,
Delaware County,
Llanerch, Pa.
g g s f o r h a t c h in g *
l-20-2t.
Rose Comb Brown Leghorns—75cts.
for 15; $4 per hundred. Orders received
now tor 2-day old chicks, one hundred—o r r e n t .
ten dollars; fifty for six dollars. All from
House for small family at Iron bridge.
regular egg machines.
to
I. P. WILLIAMS,
2-10-3m.
H. R. PARKER, Trappe, Pa. Apply
2-3.
Areola, Pa.

E

F

o t ic e t o

t a x pa y e r s o f

.
U pper P r o v id e n c e T o w n sh ip . F A small house, with garden, in
NNumerous
complaints have been made Lower Providence, not far from Areola

to the Board of Supervisors in relation to
gates so swung as to hang open over the
sidewalks, which are public highways,
thereby causing obstruction to pedestrians
and in some cases at night, rendering
them liable to injury.
The Board of Supervisors has therefore
decided to ask. the co-operation of all
property owners by requesting them to
have their gates hung so as to swing in
ward and not outward over the public
highway. It is believed by the Board of
Supervisors that when the attention of
property owners is called to this matter,
it will not be necessary for the Board to
take any further action in preventing
what is an illegal encroachment upon the
public highways.
By order of Board of Supervisors.
2-10-4t.
F. F. BARBER, Secretary.

P

U B L1C H A LE O F

REAL ESTATE

AND PERSONAL PROPERTY!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1910, on the prem
ises of the late Hannah Landes, deceased,
of Yerkes Station, Montgomery county,
Pa., the following real estate and personal
property of said decedent: Lot of land
containing 90 perches, more or less, and
bounded by lands of Andrew Pfleiger,
Isaiah and Milton Landes, and the Perki
omen Railroad and Perkiomen creek. The
improvements are a substantial
ffiViflf frame bouse 16 by 30 feet, with
■■■■wLslate roof and two rooms on first
l**Wi*lffffiflnnr 3 rooms on second floor,
attic, cellar under whole, front and rear
porches. The house is in good repair and
is a desirable home.
P ersonal P r o p e r t y : Three bedsteads
and bedding, 2 bureaus, case of drawers,
3 washstands, 60 yards rag carpet, 20 yds.
ingrain carpet, corner cupboard, chairs,
rockers and sofas, 2 good stoves, settee,
2 tables, 8-day clock, doughtray, kitchen
cupboard, chinaware, full set of dishes,
lot of kitchen utensils, buckets, tubs, and
a variety of articles not here enumerated.
Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by
A. C. LANDES, Administrator.
J. G. Fetterolf, Auctioneer.
D U B L 1 C M A LE O F

Personal Property !

o r

r e n t

Station. Will be rented for a year, or.
from April 1 to November 1. Apply at *
THIS OFFICE.
o r sa le

.

Stone dwelling house located on
F
Main street, Collegeville, containing 11

rooms. One of the most prominent loca
tions in the borough. Apply to
A. D. FEOTEROLF,
12-16.
Collegeville, Pa.
s t a t e n o t ic e

.

E Estate of Louvinia Kline, late of
Upper Providence, Montgomery county,

deceased. Letters testamentary on the
above estate having been granted the un
dersigned, all persons indebted to said
estate are requested to make immediate
payment, and those having legal claims,
to present the same without delay to
JEROME C. KLINE,
M. B. LINDERMAN,
Executors, Limerick, Pa.
Or their attorneys, E^vans & Dettra, Nor
ristown, Pa.
1-6.

P U B L1C

SA LE O F

REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY!
Will be sold at public sale on TUES
DAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1910, on the prem
ises of the late A. P. Efritz, in Limerick
Square, Pa., the following real and per
sonal property of said deceased, to w it:
The home' of the late A. P. Fritz, in
Limerick Square, consisting of a most de
sirably situated small farm of 10 acres
with improvements, as lollows: A large
and conveniently arranged three-story
brick L bouse, containing 10
FTM} rooms and kitchen, large hall and
•jjjfflfcopen stairway, good cellar, front
UZHS9and side porches, well of neverfailing water and a cistern at kitchen
door. Hot-air beater.
Large frame barn, stabling for 4 horses
and 12 head of cattle, double thresh floor,
granaries, ample mow room; wagonhouse
and pig stable attached; detached wagonhouse, corncrib, 'and all necessary out
buildings, all in excellent repair.
Tracts No. 2 and 3—Two good-sized
lots of land, each containing a large dou
ble stone bouse, in Limerick Square, one
containing 14 rooms, 7 on a side, and the
other 16 rooms, 8 on a side, suitably and.
conveniently arranged for two families in
each house. Porch front and outkitchen
back. Stable on rear of one lot. Neces
sary outbuildings. ,
Also a tract of 27 acres of farm land,
more or less, divided into five fields, situ
ated at Limerick Square and adjoining
the mill property.
Tract No. 4—Farm of 75 acres, more or
less, situated in Frederick township, about
one mile west of Keelor’s church. The im
provements consist of a large two-story
dwelling bouse; large stone house, stab
ling for 17 cows and 5 horses; two thresh
floors, large granaries and mows; ample
outbuildings of all kinds, and good supply
of neverfailing water.
No. 5—Tract of 13 acres of woodland in
Limerick township, about 2 miles north of
Limerick Square.
Also, one building lot on Church street,
Spring City.
Also, large lot of personal property,
consisting of horses, farm machinery and
implements, wagons, etc., bank and trust
company stock.
Sale to commence at 12 30 o’clock p. m.
Real estate will be sold at 2 o’clock. Con
ditions at sale.
P. C. FRITZ,
MARY FRITZ,
EMMA KRAUSE,
EUGENE DAMBLY,
F. H. Peterman, auct.
Elxecutors.
B. W. Dambly, clerk.
Chas. S. Wagoner, attorney.
2-10-2t.

On the premises pf Joseph L. Pendleton,
near Oaks, in Upper Providence township,
Montgomery county, Pa., on THURS
DAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1910, two bay
horses, 8 and 10 years old, good
workers; one cow, heifer
calf; 4 yearling heif
ers, 4 brood sows, boan
bog, 6 sfaoat.s, 4 pigs, 50 chickens; 2 farm
wagons, 2-seat carriage, top buggy farm
cart, 2 express wagons, express sleigh,
Kemp manure spreader with row and lime
hoods, 2-horse cultivator, 3 single culti
vators, 2 plows, hay tedder, horse rake,
root cutter, land roller, Adriance mower,
50-tooth peg harrow, springtooth harrow,
corn, mnrker, 16 ft., wheelbarrow, grass
seed sower, set stone boards, platform for
low down wagon, wagon jack, 2 grind
stones, 5-gallon keg paint, lot flower pots,
barrel on wheels, lot hotbed sash and
glass, ciroular saw and frame, lot of new
lumber, Empire grain. drill, Adriance
reaper and binder, 6 ft. cut; 18 ft. ladder,
lot of grain bags, double and single trees,
neck yokes, forks, rakes, shovels, hoes,
chain traces, log and cow chains. 3 sets
heavy harness, set light harness, cart har
ness, 7 collars, single and double lines,
blind and headhalters, straps and blank
ets, 14 20 and 30-quart milk cans, good;
milk strainer, butter churn, butter press,
DeLaval milk separator, Star milk cooler
and tank, 200 rhubarb plants. 3 tons hay,
2 tons straw, 25 bushels seed oats, cornfodder, 8 acres of wheat and 3 acres of
speltz in ground. Also at the same time
and place 6 dairy cows, stock bull, prop
erty of Charles F. Bader. Sale to com
o r sa le.
mence at 1 o’clock p. m., sharp. Condi
188 acres in the mild climate of
tions: 3 months credit on sums over $20.
Maryland, 30 acres in woodland, balance
I. E. MILLER, Agent.
tillable. 8-room frame dwelling with cel
L. H. Ingram, Auctioneer.
lar and attic; stable and sheds; some
apple and pear trees. The land is adapted
to grain, grass, and has a fine spring of
running water. Only 3 miles from Chestertown, a town with a population of
3300. Price, $6200.00. Catalogue on re
quest.
J. WATERS RUSSELL,
a re
Real Estate Broker,
2-3.
Chestertown, Md.
[
If you want the best Seeds, Plants,
Bulbs, etc., call or write for a free
L aw n Fences
copy of
Cost less than

F

r e lia b le

colored and dnotone plates, and tells how
to plant and care for the vegetable and
flower garden.

Be sure to secure a copy early.

HENRY A. DREER
714 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia.

D reer’s G arden Book

356 pages, handsomely illustrated with

wood. Lawn,Farm
and Poultry Fen
ces, Gates, Etc.
Highest g ra d e .
Sell to users only
at manufacturers*
prices. Establ’d
189$. Cat. free.

—icons rarex oo.
Hatfield, Pa*
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

ranged that they should sit side by
side. Witridge began by apologizing
for having ever asked a girl so young
as she had been at the time to marry
him and ended by saying that he was
iHo?/ 2 Marriage License Was very sorry she had not been of the re Shock of Sudden Glad Tidings at
quired age.
Times Turns the Brain.
Taken Out Four Times.
Something, she knew not what, mov
ed the girl to discover whether or no
he was bluffing—giving taffy—in short,
By DELIA TOURTELOTTE.
that to express which no correct Eng IT HAS DRIVEN PEO PLE MAD.
[Copyright, 1910, by A m erican P re ss Asso
lish word has ever been coined. Sbe
ciation.]
While looking for evidence of mar dropped her lids, and he felt for her Some of the Saddest Cases of Lunaoy
hand. He found it, and it was not
riage Involving property belonging to withdrawn.
Are Those Where the Mind Is Un
When they separated she
clients of mine I came upon a mar had intimated to him that if he would
able to Stand the Strain of News of
riage license issued to two parties, and call on her the next afternoon she
Unexpected Good Fortune.
written across the face of the entry in would complete what had been intend
red ink was the note by the judge: ed
It is no exaggeration to assert, said
after the husking party.
"Returned unused. See page so-andThe next morning Mr. Witridge took «n asylum doctor of long and varied
so.” On turning to the page referred out
marriage license for the .sec experience, that there are scores of
to there was another record and the ond the
time
in the afternoon called men and women in insane asylums
same red ink note. In short, the rec upon Missand
Anderson. He found her who have literally been sent there
ord shows that a license was procured arrayed for the bridal in a plain through excess of joy. Many of these
and returned unused three different walking suit, and they started at once cases which are, in my opinion, the
times. The fourth time, however, was for the clergyman who had declined saddest of all have come under my
the charm, and they were married, he at to marry them before. Miss Ander own observation.
the age of forty and she at thirty years. son went to the very door, but when
I remember in the very first asylum
I made a note of the names, intend she saw Mr. Wltridge’s thumb about with which I was connected one of
ing to look for the story that appeared to press the button she turned and the patients was a strikingly hand
to be contained in these several notes. fled. She had discovered that he was some and very well educated man,
Years afterward I stumbled upon it by not bluffing, and he had discovered who was as sane as you of I except
accident. It was told to me by a sister that she was doing that very thing.
on one point. He was really a man of
of the lady for whom the license was
For the second time the marriage considerable wealth, but his delusion
taken out. Here it is:
license was returned. The clock of was that he was a pauper, and he
A social party from the city was destiny for those concerned struck 2.
would tell the most pitiful tales of his
husking corn on Berkhart’s farm.
When the couple met for the third destitution, begging, with tears in his
Among the husking party were the time it would not have availed the eyes, for a few coppers with which to
two persons whose names appear in fates to bring them together that they buy bread.
the marriage record. They were Nor might act on impulse, for their im
According to the story told me, he
man Witridge, at that tifne aged twen pulses had faded before maturity. It was the only son of a wealthy mer
ty-five, and Rose Anderson, a slip of was twelve years before they met the chant. In his youth he had fallen
a girl, hovering between childhood and third time. It is singular that, really among evil companions and had led
womanhood. Witridge was a hand-, loving, each other, they should have such a dissolute life that his father
some young fellow, and Ros£ Anderson been separated for so long a period. not only threatened to disinherit him,
was a very pretty girl. Between fif The reason was that Witridge sup but forbade him ever to enter his
teen and twenty-five, nothing but phys posed Miss Anderson had acted from house again. After that he seems to
ical beauty is needed to unite those “bluff” alone and pursued the matter have sunk into the lowest depths of
of opposite sex. The two were sitting no further. Miss Anderson, being now poverty until he was glad to earn a
on a heap of corn busily tearing off a woman passed out of childhood, few coppers by selling papers or
the husks when they saw each other would not marry, so to speak, “on a matches in the streets.
for the first time.
It was at this last and lowest stage
lark.” She must be properly wooed
Witridge husked a red ear.,
and won. The consequence was that that news came to him that his fa
Every one who knows anything about they passed all -these years under a ther had died Intestate and that he
husking parties is aware that when a misunderstanding.
was heir to all his vast fortune. The
Meanwhile Witridge had become an sudden news completely turned the
active business man. He grew wealthy, -man’s brain and brought on such a
or was considered so, belonged to condition of excitement that he had
a number of select clubs and went to be sent to an asylum, and when he
somewhat in society. One evening at calmed down again he had lost all
a social function he met Miss Ander recollection of his good fortune, and
son, now a woman of thirty, not yet nothing could shake his delusion that
past the line between youth and mid he Was on the verge of starvation.
Another patient in the same asylum
dle age. The moment the two got to
gether the smouldering fire within be was a young and in his lucid moments
gan to show flame. Something the a most intelligent fellow, whose “brain
lady said induced her lover to believe was turned,” as the saying is, on learn
that he had passed an examina
that he had made a mistake. The ing
tion. He had sat for the matriculation
next day he called, and the next week examination at the University of Lon
they were engaged to be married.
don, on passing which he had set his
It was about this time that a finan heart and had asked a friend in Lon
cial panic occurred, and while it was don to wire the result as soon as the
coming on arrangements were being names were screened at Burlington
made for the wedding.
House.
One day, two months after the en
About three weeks later came a fa
gagement jiad been announced, Wit tal telegram, “Failed—sorry,” which
ridge Went to the office where mar sent the young man into the lowest
riage licenses are procured and called depths of despair, for he was too old
for the license that had been twice re to sit again. Not many hours later,
turned. The clock of fate struck 3.
however, came another telegram,
The wedding day was bright and “Passed honors—very sorry crush so
beautiful, and it seemed that the long great did not see name this morning."
unused marriage license would serve The revulsion of feeling was so great
its purpose. But the fates had not yet that the student’s reason gave way,
finished their work. On entering his and he became so violent in his ex
carriage to go to the church Mr. Wit citement that he had to he confined.
ridge was arrested on a criminal charge Fortunately he was not with us long
SHU TURNED AND FLED.
of misappropriation of funds. He had and is now, I am glad to know, doing
fellow finds a red ear he is entitled to for some time, like many others, been very well as a solicitor.
Disappointed love sends many people
kiss the girl he happens to be nearest. struggling against a want of ready
Witridge had noticed the vermilion lips money in business and was considered to asylums, but it is very seldom that
of Rose Anderson, and, hungry for a rather “shaky” by some of his credit success in wooing drives a man mad.
kiss, he was eagerly watching for the ors. One of them, fearing that he was It had this strange effect, however, on
red ear that would give him one. The about to fail, took this method on the one of my late patients. The girl he
moment he saw the dark kernels he eve of the debtor’s marriage to force loved had gone out to India to keep
took the kiss, and it seemed to him an 'immediate payment of his claim. house for her brother before he had
Witridge was unable to meet his de screwed up his courage to the point of
that he was in heaven.
As It needs only one electric spark mands and instead of going to the proposing to her, but an offer followed
to send a message around the globe, bridal went to jail. The act of by mail very quickly after her.
Weeks and months passed and no
so with two young people it needs but this creditor brought about Wltridge’s
answer
came to the impatient lover
failure,
and
as
soon
as
the
former
a kiss to start a home. The couple
until, aft,er waiting two years in de
spent several hours together, at the found that his attempt to force his spair,
he became engaged to a girl who
end of which time Witridge, who debtor had failed he withdrew the had nothing
but her money bags to
charge,
and
Witridge
went
forth
a
free
had driven to the husking in a buggy,
recommend her and for whom he had
but
ruined
man.
handed the girl into it ‘and drove to
Miss Anderson is now a woman, and not a particle of love. Scarcely, how
town. It was the old story. Swayed
ever, was his fate sealed than he re
by impulse, he had dared her to marry it is time, if ever, that she shall ceived the long despaired of letter
show
whether
she
is
the
same
im
him, and, swayed by impulse, she had
pulsive creature as ever or has grown from India, accepting his offer and ex
taken him up.
plaining that the girl’s brother had re
On reaching the town Witridge pro cold with increasing years. She sent ceived and mislaid the letter, which
a
note
to
the
man
who
had
been
so
cured a marriage license and took Rose
had only, just been found and had
Anderson to a parson for the purpose ruthlessly torn away from her saying come into her hands.
of marriage. Knowing nothing about that she believed he would clear him
Within an hour of the receipt of this
the age required to enable a clergyman self of the charge and he could count letter the tnan was a raving maniac,
on
her
if
he
did.
to legally marry a girl, she replied that
When Miss Anderson saw her lover and, although his condition is improv
she was fifteen. The clergyman de agaih he was much changed. He ed, I doubt whether he will ever re
clined to perform the ceremony and be looked fifty instead of forty and was cover his reason.
rated the young man soundly for discouraged. He had no income* on
In another remarkable case it was
bringing so young a girl to him to be wliich to support a wife, he had no the joy at Seeing her husband again
married. The two went out and stood capital with which to embark again that robbed a lady patient of her rea
for a few moments on the sidewalk, in business, and he felt that his good son. Her husband was the'captain of
the young man irresolute. Then, put name had been smirched. Miss An a merchant ship which was reported
ting the girl in the buggy, he drove her derson had sent word asking him to have gone down with all hands.
to her home.
when he left the jail to come at once The widow had deeply mourned her
The next day the marriage license to her. When Witridge entered the husband for nearly a year when one
was returned unused.
drawing room at her home he en day on returning from a walk she
Whether or no Rose Anderson’s par countered a pair of arms that were found him sitting in the drawing room
ents knew of how near their daughter thrown violently around his neck, and as hale and robust as ever.
had come to being married I did not his face was covered with kisses.
With a -shriek she fell unconscious
learn, but the fact remains that within Then the two sat down together, and on the floor, and when she recovered
a week after she went to the parson’s she said to him:
her reason was gone. It seems that
she was packed off to boarding school,
“I have some property, as you know, her husband, after floating for some
where she remained, vacations except and have turned it all into cash, real time, had been picked up by a passing
ed, for three years. During this period izing $18,000. Here is a check for the “tramp” and had been landed on the
she never met the man who had come amount to your order. It is not much west coast of Africa, from which he
so near to being her husband.
to start in business with, but you have had returned home by the first avail
When the fates have a destined end a host of friends, and that is capital able vessel.—London Spectator.
in view they arrange situations to in itself. You must begin tomorrow.”
Charitable.
A light rose in his melancholy eyes
meet the case. In the first place they
It is said of the author of a volume
knew perfectly well the dispositions as he said:
of the couple they had decreed should
“You are the same girl you were at of biography that his verdict on the
eventually marry. They did not bring the husking. ‘Bray a fool in a mor igreat of his chosen period is much that
lof the New Hampshire parson at the
them together again in a conventional tar’
"And she will be the same girl that highly approved funeral of a parish
way. They took care that the next
meeting should be calculated in ac tried to bluff you when we went to be ioner: 4 “Brethren, we must agree that
cordance with the impulsive natures married the second time,” she finished. our deceased friend was mean in some
“If it hadn’t been for both our im things, but let us in Christian charity
of the young couple, especially the
girl’s. Not only this, they sent Cupid pulses we might have been happy to allow that he was meaner in others.”
*to shoot a few more arrows into their gether long ago,” he said, with a sigh.
Both 8ides.
I “And if it hadn't been for my im:hearts.
Doctor’s Littie Girl—Your papa owes
Mr. Witridge and Miss Anderson, ' pulses now I might leave you to n
three years older than they were at frightful old age. Go at once and get Imy papa tt ney. Lawyer’s Little Girl
I—That’s ni.hlng. Papa said he was
the husking, came together for the sec that ancient marriage license.”
glad to get off with his life.—Baltimore
And the same day the clock of f
ond time at a straw sleigh ride, and
American.
the managers of their destinies ar- struck 4.

THE CLOCK OF FATE,

JOY THAI BRINGS WOE

The first obligation
resting upon the in
dividual who is pos
sessed of property is
to make a will. The
time to do this is
when the faculties
are unimpaired. The
Norristown T r u s t
Company - s t a n d s
willing to help any
one in this matter
at no cost to them.
Attend to this at
once.

CAUTION IN TH E MINT.
They Almost Strain the Air to Save
Particles of Gold.

It has been aptly said that no miser
guards his treasure more religiously
than Uncle Sam watches over the pre
cious metals that pass through his
mints. Then, too. the precautions
against waste are almost innumerable.
Every evening in each of the mints
of the United States the floors of the
melting rooms are swept cleaner than
a New England housewife’s kitchen.
The dust is carefully put aside, and
about once in two months the soot
scraped from every flue is transferred
to the same precious dust heap. This
is then burned, and from its ashes the
government derives no inconsiderable
Income. The earthenware crucibles
used in melting are employed no more
than three times. They are crushed
beneatlv heavy rollers, and in their
porous sides are found flakes of the
precious metal.
In the melting room when the cast
ers raise their ladles from the melting
pots a shower of sparks fly from the
.nolten surface of the metal. For the
most part they are bits of incandes
cent carbon, but clinging to the car
bon is often a minute particle of met
al. Lest such particles should escaper
the ashes and clinkers below the fur
naces are gathered up at night. This
debris is ground into powder by means
of a steam crusher and then is sold t*
a smelter, like ordinary ore. at a price
warranted by the assayer.
. The ladles that stir the precious met
al, the big iron rods, the strainers and
the dippers, all are tested in a most
curious fashion. After considerable
use they become covered with a thin
layer of oxidized silver, closely resem
bling a brown rust. The implements
are then laid in baths of a solution of
sulphuric acid, which eats away the
iron and steel and leaves the silver
untouched.
Gradually the ladle, or whatever the
implement is, will disappear, and in
its place remains a hollow silver coun
terpart of the original, delicate as
spung glass. These fragile casts repro
duce the ladle with perfect accuracy
in all its details, although their sur
faces are perforated with innumerable
little holes. Scarcely have they !>een
molded, however, before they are cast
into a crucible to become in time dol
lars, quarters and dimes.
In one corner of the melting room
there is a large tank into which new
ly cast silver bars are dropped and
left to cool. Infinitesimal flakes of sil
ver scale off and rise to the surface of
the water, which acquires the metajlic
luster of a stagnant pool. Here is
silver that must not be lost, so be
neath the pipe through which the tank
is emptied is banked a thick layer
of mud. As the water filters through
it the mud retains the precious resi
duum. Four times a year this mud
is removed, and each experiment dis
closes the fact that some $50 has been
saved.—Baltimore American.

MAKE
YOUR
WILL
NOW

Hot Water and
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and
very
durable.

DeHalb and Main S ts.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

HEADQUARTERS
-FO R -

F a ll a n d "W 'inter
G O O D S!

ONE OF T H E VERT
B E ST BO ILERS ON
T H E M ARKET.

1

As usual our stock ot fall and winter
goods comprises an attractive variety of
The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDEAL
B O ILER S and guarantee satis
dependable qualities at reasonable prices.
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
Full assortment of
F R E E D BO ILERS —' excellent steam
OUTING a n d o th e r FLANNELS,
a n d FLANNELETTES, B ED
BLANKETS a n d COB FORTS.

makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumbing done at reasonable prices.

UNDERWEAR for men, women and
children. Sweater Coats.

J . H . B O L .T O N ,
44.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

HORSE BLANKETS AND ROBES,
from 78 cents to $12.
OIL CLOTHS AND LINOLEUMS.
SHOES for everybody; light and heavy
wear for men and boys, and shoes for the
ladies in variety.
GUNS AND AMMUNITION for sports
men and other sporting goods.

8

1
1

8
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YOD WILL
8
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8
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OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT is up
to date in varied assortments and quali S
ties. Everything needed in the culinary
line at your service at the right prices.
The favors of our patrons always appreci
ated.

E. G. Brownback’s Store,
TR A PPE, PA.

A M y ster y .

W'L'DOUGLAS

' As we act toward others we may
expect others to act toward us.—Syrus.

$ 2 .o o

$ 3 .$ 3 ? J & $ 4 .S H 0 E S

BOYS

A Far Sighted Man.

“Women vote.’ Never, sir. with my
consent!”
“Why not?”
“What! And have my wife losing
thirty dollar hats to other women on
the election!"—Boston Transcript.

In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know ju st what to bay, how
to bay, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept In
£
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
8
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or In any department of 8
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.

m

1

I8

I1
II
8

8

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

8

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
x ? Oil, Putty, Hardware.

8
jHp
M

Particular.

“He’s a very particular man.”
“Yes. If the doctor told him that he
was going to die he would want to
telephone ahead for a good room.”— THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
New York Press.

OF MEN’S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.

“ 8UPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8.”
**! have worn W. L. D ouglas sh o es fo r the
past six years, and always find they are far
superior to all other high grade sh o es In style,
com fort and durability.** W. G. JONES,
119 Howard Ave.. Utica. N. Y.

Odd Fellows* Hall
Grocery*

The same water is used over
and over again to operate

Horristown Trust Co.

Constable —Now, gen’I’men, we’ve
traced these here cloos—the futprints
o’ the hoss an’ the futprints o’ the
man—to this stump. From here on
thar’s only the futprints o’ the hoss.
Now, the question is, Wot’s become o’
the man?—Life.

FRESH GOODS

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

If I could take you into my large fac
tories a t Brockton, Mass., and show you
how carefully W . L. Douglas shoes are
made, you would realize why they hold
their shape, fit better, w ear longer, and
are of greater value than any other make.
C A U T IO N —See that W. L. Douglas name and price
is stamped on the bottom. T a k e N o S u b stitu te.
If your dealer cannot fit yon with W.L.Douglas shoes,
write for Mail Order Catalog. W. L.Douglas, Brockton,
Mass.
—— FOR. SALE B Y -------

W . R.

Gents’ Fnrnishing Goods in
variety.

i W. P.
i

8

8
8
8
8

8
8

18

8
FESTOJT, 88

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I88
f

8

8

T H E OLD ST A N D
E sta b lish e d - - 1875.

FENTON,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA .
T ry Our C otfeei,
C an n ed G oods,
D ried F ru its

FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Choice Bread

Undertaker «►Einbalmer

AND

a n d C o n fection ery.

Daniel H. Bartman,

Cakes

T R A P P E , PA .

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and F J j*
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
22ju.

We promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS

f Send model, sketch or 1 1oto cl invention tor i
’free report on patentability. For free book, 4
’ HowtoSeoureTD■ n C UA DlfO writei
’ Patentsand I lln U h ~ IH H Im d to <

iP H

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no efiort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
H P Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -85

Sales advertised in the I nde
are sure to attract the
presence of bidders and buyers
' Opposite U. S. Patent Office* You can let all the people koow
what you have to sell by adver
* Using
W A S H IN G T O N D .C.
pendent

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Dead Anim als Removed
F R E E OF CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$t.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, U-L.

G-eo. W . S c h w e ik e r,
PROVIDENCE M$U AR E . P*>

Hr* v Ol H Fowler*

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville Grist Mills.
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this adcUtlonal power
we propose to do our custom work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed beeause we do D o t see what is known as the secocd-grades of
B ran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Oar customers, who include some
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
opinion that the BEST 18 THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
O u r S to ck In c lu d e s t
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’8 GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
8UCRF.NE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRIT8.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
, SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
W Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim Is to please our customers.

F. J. C L A M E R , Proprietor.

How the General Settled a Point
of Military Law.

To Fit All Heads
at the Right
Prices.

Headquarters for the

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

very latest styles in head
wear for Men and Boys.
One of Our M O D E R N
BA TH -RO O M O U TFITS

Bought in large quanti
ties at the lowest figures,

Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a onethe prices are always
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet
w ith Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted right to our patrons.
w ith Nickel'plated Supply and W aste Pipes
complete.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap SPECIAL BARGAINS
proval of the purchaser before payment is required

By EVAN C. MATHEWS.
[Copyright, 1910, by A m erican Pre&s Asso
ciation.]

“Where are you going, daughter?”
S' “I am going to skate down the river
toward West Point to meet Jimmie.”
This bit of dialogue occurred in a
house located but a few hundred yards
from Washington’s headquarters at
Newburg.
Colonel Cogswell hastened to head
quarters, where he joined the general,
who was busy over reports of assist
ants authorized to collect commissary
and quartermaster’s stores. Katherine,
leaving the high ground, descended to
the river bank, where she put on her
skates, then, with her hands in her
muff, skated gracefully southward.
Meanwhile James Muldrough. lieu
tenant in the Continental artillery, sta
tioned at West Point, having been de

------- 1 1 S T -------

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

1- 12.

Carriage and Wagon Building
R e p a ir in g o f a ll k in d s w ill be
d o n e a t r e a so n a b le p r ic e s.
R u b b er-T irin g a s p e c ia lly .

Hare now on baud for sale: 2 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
1 2-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, no-top. ,
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R. H . GRA TES,

COAL. FOR A L.L. PU R PO SE S.

And Coal that is gopd, is the only kind
we have to offer. When you use our Coal
it will not be found necessary to pile on
shovelful after shovelful, or continually
rake out ashes. It is clean, free from
slate, burns slowly, and gives intense
heat. Can you expect anything better?
Let us know your wants and we will quote
you a price that will tempt you.

P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa
Keystone ’Phone.

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

SALE and EXCHANGE

give satisfaction.

R. M , R O O T ,
P O T T S T O W N . PA .

RAILROAD HOUSpj

W hen you
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E FURNISHING GOODS you want
the style and qualities you are look
ing for and full value for your
money. Kindly remember that

, —AND—

G -ranite W o rk s . When in Norristown, Pa..
STO P AT T H E

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Coart Hotase).
ioOo
First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

that w ill wear w ell and

«21 H ig h S tr e e t,

TEAMS TO HIRE.

MARBLE MS-

A v e., Royersford, Pa.

new shades and styles

E S P E N S H IP ’S

THE ENTERPRISE

W a ln u t S treet and S even th

From Pure Worsteds in

stock.

I C O L L E G E V IL L E ,P A .

H. B. BRANDT, * Proprietor.

Winter Wear

Come and inspect our

STABLES.

W. H. GrRISTOCK’S SONS

For Fall and

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

The Collegeville
Furniture Store
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE,
QUALITY and VALUE; where
you can save the expense of trips to
larger towns or the city and fre
quently some cash besides in paying
for your purchases. It is always a
pleasure to show goods. Our stock
includes various styles of Furniture,
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and
Linoleums.
CARPETS CLEANED aud RELAID. REPAIRING anil UP
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.

tfr w <lr
6 0 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

THE BEST HARNESS
n A » E TO O R D ER .

. *hH stock of harness supplies, saddles,
Wales, boots, blankets for summer and
stable brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
^ pairing o f harness > specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten
"°n to box trade.
W . E JO H N SO N ,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
M o r b i s t o w i
herald
** B O W K B INDERY. Binding,
°b Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Numbertin’
Books for Banks and Business
h n ^ lveu special attention. Magazines
eh«n i an^ repairing done quickly aDd
A4dr
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
the hevald publishing company .
Subscribe fo r T h e In d e p e n d e n t.
eiGHT PAGES, 52 N or., ONE DOLLAR

P atents
TRADE MARKS
D e s ig n s
C o pyr ights A c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain onr opinion free whether an
InTentlooi is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn So Co. receive
•pcdal notice, without charge, in the

ScientificAmerican.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest ctreolation of any scientific journal. Terms,
____ _ $8 „a
year: four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MU
NN& Co
NewYork
Branch Offloe. 926 F 8U Washington. D.C.

Furnishing Undertaker
and Embalmer.
Orders e n tru s te d to my oharge will
reoeive the most careful a n d paiDstaking a tte n tio n .

John L. Bechtel,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA

’Phomj No. 18.

All kinds of Job Print
ing tastefully executed at the
Independent Office at reasona
ble prices. You patronage will
be appreciated,

J@“ThcflNDKPENDENT’s eigbtpages
contain local and general news,agri
cultural notes, short stories and
interesting miscellaneous reading
matter. A copy every week for 52
weeks, $1.00.

layed by some details pertaining to bis
duties, started to meet his sweetheart.
He had barely reached the village of
Cornwall when he saw far in the dis
tance a dim figure which the quick eye
of love told him was Katherine. There
was but one other pprsou visible to
him on the ice, and that was a man
who had just started from the west
bank and was pursuing a course di
rectly across th'e river.
Then Muldrough saw something that
filled him with horror. “The girl's fig
ure, while he looked at it, suddenly
disappeared. There was no obstacle
between him and her, and he knew
that she had skated into a dreaded
air hole. Too far from her to assist
her, it seemed impossible that she
should escape death unless it might
be that she could get her hands on
firm ice. There was scarcely a ray of
hope.
But hold! The man crossing th.e
river sees the accident. He is but a
short distance from the point where
she has fallen. He changes his direc
tion and skates rapidly over the 500
yards that separate them. He lies flat
on the ice. drags the girl out of the
water and endeavors to stand her on'
her feet. Presently he succeeds, and
the two hand in hand, skate north
ward, at first very slowly, then grad
ually increasing their pace.
The lieutenant understood all this.
Katherine’s clothing was soaked With
ice water, and the only hope for her
was to keep the blood moving through
her veins by as violent exercise as she
could stand. He was skating with all
his strength, but they had preceded
him by too long a start for him to
overtake them. He called to them, but
they did not hear him. He was nut
far behind them when, taking off thei.
skates, they left the river and started
up the incline toward Katherine's
home. Following them, he entered
the house just as the man who had
performed the rescue was leaving it.
The two men stopped short, each
looking at each othpr.
“Captain Abernathy!” exclaimed
Muldrough.
“Lieutenant Muldrough, at your
service,” replied the other.
Captain Abernathy of his majesty's
cavalry had been captured in the
Ramapo valley a month before and
had been couflned as a prisoner of
war at West Point. Lieutenant Mul
drough had been in charge of the pris
oners at the post, had befriended Aber
nathy, and the two. though on opposite
sides of the struggle, had formed a
warm friendship. Muldrough was as
tonished to see the British captain un
der the present circumstances, for he
had supposed him to be in the military
prison.
“How did you come here?” asked
Muldrough.
“Found an opportunity for escape,
and had I not turned aside to assist a j
lady”—
“Ahd save a life.” interrupted Mul- j
drough.
“I would have by this afternoon j
been on board a man-of-war bearing
the cross of St. George on her banner.
In other words, I would no longer be a
prisoner of war.”
“Come in. My first business is to as
certain the condition of Miss Cogs- i
well. I shall not forget that you have ]
saved her life.” A shadow passed over i

5
Muldrough’s face as he remembered
that It would be his duty to return to
prison the man who but for saving
that life—a life dearer than all the
world to him—would have regained his
freedom.
The two entered the house, where Do You Think You Could Lift a
Muldrough asked anxiously after Kath
Fortune In Silver Coins?
erine’s condition, to learn that she was
receiving proper attention.
Meanwhile Colonel Cogswell' had IF YOU DO YOU ARE MISTAKEN
learned of the accident and come has
tening into the house. Having been in
formed that everything that conld be Two Hundred Pounds of Quarters
done for his daughter was being done,
Would Give You Only $3,657, While
he turned to the two men.
the
Same Weight of Gold Would
“Is it to you, sir,” he asked Captain
Give $54,050—Weight of Paper Money
Abernathy, “that 1 owe my daughter’s
lif e r
“I wish 1 had all the money I could
“It Is, colonel,” Muldrough said. lift!” How many of the thousands
“Without this gentleman’s assistance who make this giet-rich-quick wish
our Katherine would now be in the have any idea of the amount they
river under the Ice.”
would have If .the wish should be
“And pray, sir,” asked the colonel, granted. Few name the denomination
“to whom am I indebted for this in of the money on which they desire to
valuable service?”
test their strength, perhaps believing
Captain Abernathy and Lieutenant that their lifting powers would make
Muldrough looked at each other. Then them wealthy no matter what kind of
Abernathy said:
money they lifted.
“1 will not trouble Lieutenant Mul
If they were asked how much they
drough to tell you that. I am Cap could lift in silver or small bills the
tain George Abernathy of his majes majority probably would name some
ty’s service and a prisoner of. war. fabulous sum which investigation
This morning before daylight I found would show several men could not
a loophole for escape, the sentry sta budge. In gold or In paper money of
tioned at my door being dead tired and large denominations the ordinary in
asleep. I walked out unobserved and dividual would be able to lift a fair
nnder cover of the darkness skirted
fortune, but to win a million by
the river north of Fort Clinton. Trav sized
lifting it in anything less than twenty
ersing the pass through the mountains. dollar bills would need the strength
I stopped after daylight at a house of a veritable Sandow.
where I found a friendly Tory, who
An official of the subtreasury who is
gave me breakfast and these citi interested
in odd statistics in his de
zen’s clothes. I was crossing the river ■
partment
was
asked how much money
with a view to going down on the
other side to board one of our men-of- the average man could lift in the vari
denominations of gold, silver and
war below when I saw your daughter ous
paper.
In peril. You know the rest.!’
“Well.” he replied, “a man could
While this brief explanation of how
matters had come about was being make money on that proposition if he
given Colonel Cogswell’s brow was conld get hold of paper money of large
darkening. He saw, that the man .to denominations, but on the smaller bills,
whom he was infinitely indebted, silver and gold he would not be a
whom he would like to load with millionaire by any means.
“The weight of money is very de
favors, must be sent back under guard
to prison. Then, too, he remembered ceptive. For instance, a young man,
that the Continental army had suffer a friend of mine, came in to see me
ed greatly from the work of spies, one day with his fiancee. 1 was show
and recently orders had been Issued ing them through my department and
that wherever such were found they asked my friend if he thought the
should be tried by drumhead court young woman was worth her weight
martial and hanged. Captain Aber in gold. He did think so. most emphat
nathy having chauged his uniform ically, and after ascertaining that her
for citizen’s clothing brought him. ac weight was one 107 pounds we fig
cording to the military code, under the ured that she would be .worth In gold
coin exactly $28,647. Her fiancee
letter of the law as a spy.
“Your service t6 me, sir. and to Lieu thought that would be pretty cheap.
“Perhaps more people are deceived
tenant Muldrough,” he said, “pufs me
under an obligation that is incalcula on the weight of paper money than on
ble, but your kindly act has placed us the metals. Now, how many one dol
in a painful position. Why. may 1 lar bills do you think would be neces
ask, did you not retain your uniform?” sary to weigh as much as a five dol
“I could not have hoped to pass lar gold piece?”
Fifty was ventured as a guess, and
through territory In the hands of your
troops in my dress as a British officer." the statistician laughed.
“I have had guesses on that all the
“Yet In assuming the dress of a
way from 50 to 500.” he said, “and
civilian you risked a felon’s death.”
some of them from men who have
“I took my chances and lost."
Colonel Cogswell looked troubled. handled money for years. As a mat
There was but one man who could ter of fact, with a five dollar gold
rectify any damage that might have piece In one scale you would have to
been done—the general in chief—and put about six and a half bills in the
he had issued the order with reference other to balance It.”
He produced figures to prove that a
to spies.
“There is but one hope for us,” said five dollar gold piece weighed two
the colonel gloomily, “and that is In hundred and ninety-six thousandths of
the magnanimity of our noble general an ounce avoirdupois. An employee
In chief. But what view he may take who makes the new bills up In pack
of the matter it is impossible to pre ages of 100 each said that a hundred
dict. Whether he will consider that bills weighed four and one-half ounces.
the letter and not the spirit of his or That would make one bill weigh fortyder has been violated, whether he will five thousandths of an ounce, and be
tween six and seven would balance
be willing to appear as one breaking the
gold piece.
his own law. no one but himself can
Figures on the lifting proposition
decide. Come; let us go to him.”
They were about to leave the room were furnished from the' department
when a voice was heard at the bead of where the money is weighed in bags
as standards. The standard amount
the stairs:
“Papa, if it had not been for my pre for gold coin, $5,000, weighs eighteen
server I would now be— Oh. it is hor and a half pounds. Five hundred sil
rible! I can’t bear to think of it! If ver dollars weigh thirty-five and a half
any harm comes to him. I veil! never pounds, and $200 In half dollars, or
forgive you, even if you are my dear 400 coins, weighs eleven pounds. Tak
father. And you. Jimmie, if you let ing 200 pounds as a good lift for an
any trouble come to him you must give average man, these results were ob
tained :
me up."
M ETAL MONEY.
“Hush, darling!” said her father in Gold coins (all o f sta n d ard weight) *54.050.00
infinite pain. “Keep quiet and keep Silver dollars ..................................... 2,617.00
3.636.00
warm: Yon should not have been per H a lf d ollars .................................
u a rters ..........................................
3,657.00
mitted to overhear our conversation.” Q
D im es ......................
3.615.89
“I am glad.” said the British captain, N ickels ................................................
917.00
“that I have heard your daughter’s C ents ...f. — ........................................
295.61
words. If I must pay the penalty of
P A P E R MONEY.
the risk I assumed 1 shall be comfort One dollar bills ................................. 271,111
Two dollar bills ................................
142,222
ed by them.”
Five d ollar bills ...............................
355,555
The three men left the house and Ten do llar bills ....................•............ 711,119
1.422,229
walked to the headquarters of the gen T w enty dollar bills ..................
F ifty d ollar bills .............................. 3.555.559
eral in chief. Washington rose as they One
d ollar bills ............... 7,111.110
entered and. advancing to Colonel F iv e hundred
h u n d r e d d o l l a r b ills ............... 35.555.559Cogswell, pressed his hand, asking ea T housand do llar bills ..................... 71,111,109
gerly after the condition of his daugh
Two hundred pounds of $10,000 gold
ter. After assuring the general that certificates, the largest denomination
she was in no immediate danger he issued by the United States govern
said:
ment, would amount to enough to
“And now, general. I have to intro finance a full grown trust—$711,111,duce the man who has preserved her 000. If the young woman who was
to us, Captain George Abernathy of worth $28,647 in gold coin had been
the British army.”
worth her weight In these $10,000 cer
General Washington’s face changed tificates she would have been valued
from sympathy to curiosity, then as at $380,444,385.—F. T. Pope in Chicago
sumed a serious cast. “And how comes Record-Herald.
it,” he asked, “that Captain Abernathy
is not in uniform?”
,
Appreciated.
“Lieutenant Muldrough,” interposed
Tubb—Old boy, I want to congratu
the colonel, “will explain."
late you on your speech at the ban
Muldrough told the story of Aber quet last night. O’Sudds (after wait
nathy’s capture, their friendship. Aber ing a moment)—I know you do. pard,
nathy’s escape and timely coming upon and you’re awfhlly sorry you can’t do
Katherine Cogswell. General Wash it truthfully. I appreciate the effort,
ington listened till he had finished, and just the same. Nasty Weather, isn’t
the three men stood awaiting the gen it?—Chicago Tribune.
eral’s decision. It did not come at
once, but when it came it was spoken
A Misunderstanding.
with the decision of a commander:
“The management of one of the big
“Captain Abernathy, there is no evi opera
in New York has to pay
dence other than your clothing that ! $2,000 houses
a
week
conductors."
you are a spy. There is sufficient evi- j “Does it payfor
the
dence that you are not. I shall send a j tormeu ?”—J udge. same rate fat jnoflag of truce to the commander In New |
York asking him to nominate one of
Clean Living.
our captains in his possession of the
James—A bath^bun and two sponge
same rank as yours to be exchanged
for you. Meanwhile I will accept your 1 cakes, please. Waitress—Two sponges
a bath *or this gentleman, please!
parole to remain with us, and I shall 1 and
—
London
Opinion.
be happy to have you and Colonel !
Cogswell and Lieutenant Muldrough
From swearing men easily slide iuto
dine with me today.”
nerlnry.—Hierocles.
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February 12.
Lincoln revealed the greatness of sim
plicity and sincerity. Also: The genius tbajt
quickly distinguishes tru th disguised by
error, and the weaknesses of humanity
veiled by deceit and sham. P ut to the most
crucial test during the greatest crisis in the
history of the American Republic, be rang
true to the highest type of manhood; true to
the frightful responsibilities imposed upon
him, and true to all that inheres in the better
and nobler part of mankind.
Lincoln was not a perfect man; Nature
has yet to construct a perfect man, but Lin
coln was one of N ature’s most perfect pro
ducts in his ability to faithfully discharge
great human obligations without flinching and
squirming.
Great deeds by great men are done, while
small men in thought and purpose pause and
wonder why? and pause, .because they do not
understand.
L in c o l n ’ s B i r t h d a y :

it come to pass that whenever an at
tempt is made by due process of law to re
strain T ru sts and other gigantic combin-1
ations of capital from going beyond right and
legitimate bounds, from combining their
efforts to impose burdens upon the masses,
the public must be confronted with tbe vaporings of the richly paid hirelings of corpor
ations, with threats of panics and the tumling down of securities in the rparkets of
stock gamblers? From the standpoint of
James M. Beck, Esq., the government of, for,
and by the people, was created for the pur
pose of permitting T ru st barons to do just as
they please without regard to right, law, or
justice, lest the people suffer on account of
the rightful procedures of their own govern
ment. Down and out with the platitudinous
rot of Beck’s and all of his ilk. All';trusts and
combinations of capital should be treated
with the same cool-headed justice as is im
posed upon private individuals who fracture
law, and if the government of the people is
not equal to the task of managing its affairs
without fear or favor; the people should re
vise themselves and then revise their govern
ment. How much longer will the people be
hoodwinked by the clamoring of those who
clamor and shriek solely in behalf of special
ized interests? A corporation that will not
stand the searchlight of investigation is
crooked, and every corporation or tru st en
gaged in doing a crooked business deserves
to be smashed, let the consequences be what
they may.
H as

SWEEPING PROBE
OF LIVING COST

GINGHAMS

Senate Republican Leader:
Agree cn Inquiry.

7c. yard.
WORTH 10c.

ELKINS

WINS HIS FIGHT

P A L M E R G IN G H A M S,

12 l-2c. yard.

WORTH 15c.

, 1 2 l-2c. yd.
Investigation Will Cover Wages and
Cost of Living Over the Entire
Country — Committee Ordered to
Suggest Remedy; .

WORTH 15c.

SC O T C H Z E P H Y R S ,

25c. yard.

WORTH 31c.

Washington, Feb. 9.—The Republi In Stripes and Plaids,
can leaders in the senate perfected a
Beautiful Designs,
resolution directing an Investigation
Into the, cost of living. It was Intro
Handsome Patterns,
duced by Senator McCumber, of North
Dakota, and takes the place of the
Exquisite Colorings,
several resolutions presented In the
Exclusive Offering.
senate.
It was referred to the committee on
W hen in Norristown, step in and have a look
contingent expenses, which will con
sider the question of cost of conduct at these goods.
ing such an inquiry.
In making the Investigation it Is
provided that special attention shall
be given to the following subjects:
Wages, salaries and earnings, and
whether the Increase in them has kept
pace with the Increase in the cost of
living.
Increased cost of such articles as
meat, grain, provisions, cotton, wool,
clothing, rents, lumber, coal, iron, oil,
brick and cement.
price to the producers, the whole
HEN YOU WANT TO BUY
OR NELL REAL ESTATE
saler or jobber, retailer and the con
sumers -at which articles, included In
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
the investigation were distributed and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
sold in the year 1900, and the price for
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
ANOTHER FROM MR. KRATZ.
their disposition and sale at the pres
succeed in doing business with you the
The hope expressed by the editor* last, ent time.
loss is ours, not yours.
The cost of production of the ar
Are good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
T h e State’s orchard inspectors, in ses week vanished upon the receipt of another ticles mentioned and the cost of their
Dollars at work earning interest are
39 E. Main Street,
distribution and sale when In the
servants making more dollars. Put
sion at H arrisburg last week, adopted reso strenuous communication from Mr. Kratz, in hands of the wholesaler or jobber and
Norristown, Pa.
your idle money to work and keep it
lutions condemning the charges of misman response to Mr. Vanderslice’s last contri the retailer, between th« same periods.
Whether such articles have been In
busy. The
agement recently filed against State Economic bution. Our first impulse was to either re creased in price by reason of the in
Zoologist H. A. Surface, as being “the per turn manuscript or throw it at the office cat, creased production-of gold throughout
world and the expansion of the
sonal effort of a discharged employe to un but since it contains some points that should the
currency in the United St&tes, or by
—in
fairness
to
Mr.
Kratz—be
published,
we
tariff or other legislation of congress
fairly besmirch the charaeterand reputation”
Safe, conservative, and with a stead
by any monopoly, combination or
of Prof. Surface. The latter is referred to as here append excerpts from the communi or
ily
growing volume of business affords
conspiracy to control, regulate or re
:
.
you the opportunity te keep your
strain Interstate or foreign commerce
“a scientist of rare ability, whose investiga cation
John is done and therefore the case is closed ! In fairness
the supply, distribution or sale of
dimes and dollars hustling and in
tions in the realms of entomology, as applied the attacked claims the final say. * * * John complains of in
such articles.
creasing your incopie.
personal
and
family
references.
None
whatever
were
made.
to the science of horticulture, have saved Kratz never “strikes .below the belt.” John provoked the only
The prices of food products on the
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De
in various parts of the United
millions of dollars to the farm ers of Penn reference in any way personal--the ease with which be uses “I’s” farm
where it can’t grow—an idle dollar
posits. States.
and
got
the
worst
of
it
and
now
squeals
like
a,
stack
pig.
Men
sylvania.
is a fettered giant—an active dollar
Wholesale prices of such food pro
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
of the Vanderslice type were referred to in another allusion— ducts at the wholesale trade centers
will do a giant’s work and soon
not his two worthy brothers Thaddeus and Theodore. John’s of the United States.
This bank appreciates the favors
double
itself if deposited with us at
' F r o m the Philadelphia Record: Who is betrays tbonumental ignorance iq referring to me as a “Pooh
of
its
patrons
and
persists
in
giving
Retail prices of such food products
Bah,” and his account of the convention in 1883. A “Pooh Bah” >in the larger cities of- the United
tbe
best
service
to
all.
3
p
e
r
cen t, on ev er y d a y .
making any money by keeping 36,000,000 eggs in Japan is a man who for lack of other suitable material is at
States ahd also a comparative state-1
in a warehouse in Jersey City for eleven the same time magistrate, constable, clerk, director and police ment showing the costs of production
A few dollars deposited will
man in certain villages or towns. John knows very well he did oh the farm.
months ? Probably no one. I t is said that not
blaze
the way for others to follow.
get C. T. K.’s vote in 1883. Hespeot quite a time in Philadel
committee Is ordered to report
the speculators who bought eggs last spring phia presenting his case to me and at bis request Col. Silas W. to The
the senate, suggestions or recom
spent a long period at Harrisburg arguing for him with mendations as to the remedy to be ap
and summer paid so much that they are not Pettit
me, and John complained bitterly about it afterward to mutual plied to reduce the cost of living and
Try an account at tbe
able now to sell a t a profit* and they are prob friends. As to wbat follows with reference to the convention, accompany its report with drafts of
every
politician
in
the
State
that
can
think
back
37
years
can
bills for legislation as will, in the
ably holding on in the hope of reducing their
testify that the statement is accurate. Magee and Quay locked
of the committee, corect and
loss. But if any persons are bolding this horns on State Treasurer in that convention, and at its close opinion
remove the causes which have en
mass of eggs off the market in an effort to Quay, being either a delegate or a proxy, sat there a defeated hanced the prices of the necessaries
Norristown, Pa.
mao. Magee was determined to nominate Livzey for State of life.
for the particular buyer is the reliable
keep up the price they are committing what Treasurer
and thus defeat Quay who was supporting, am not
kind. We invite you to inspect our
The resolution for the inquiry bears
has been a crime ever since the rise of the sure, but think it was Colonel Passmore. Magee bad no special the name of Senator Elkins as author
stock, feeling confident that our values
for Auditor General, if anything he was for Niles, and and embodies the principal features of
will please you.
common law, and it ought to be possible to choice
simply used votes for that office to strengthen Livzey for Treas the McCumber resolution as well as
The latest styles and most artistic
reach them.
urer. Magee was certainly not for Vanderslice and Quay was some of those contained in the one
designs in fashionable Jewelry present
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
understood to be for Vanderslice or any other old thing that introduced by Senator Lodge. This Is
a charming display which is worth
in Norristown,
would bring him Victory in the Treasurership fight and he failed a victory for Elkins.
your while to see.
F r o m the New York World: “The un signally in that the main issue. C. T. K. voted for Livzey
Beautiful diamonds, watches and
The Inquiry is to be conducted by
---- HAVE O PEN ED A ----and after Potts for Niles in order to strengthen Livzey a select committee of seven senators,
clocks, rare gems, at attractive prices,
answerable fact which Postm aster General steadily
and Magee, and John says C. T. K. “played into the bands of and it is planned to assemble all of
afford you a rare opportunity for wise
Hitchcock is pleased to overlook when he the Quay gang.’” The politicians are further called upon to the information possible bearing upon
selections.
complains that the Government loses enor witness that in order to rehabilitate himself in State politics the Increased cost of articles of food
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
Quay himself became a candidate for State Treasurer in 1885 to
1900 and report If possible at
mously on the carriage of second-class mail is test his standing with the people, writing thousands upon since
the present session of congress.
J. D. SALLADE, A nd a r e now R ead y to RENO*
that the German postal service transports all thousands of personal letters to men in every county in the
YATE CLOTHING IN A
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
won the nomination and election and became U. S. Sen
sorts of parcels up to a 100-pound trunk for State,
FIRST-CLASS
ator two years later; but that Magee unhorsed him in 1883 there
16 E. B a in fit.
N o rristo w n , P a.
MANNER.
one-third of a cent a pound, and that Canada is no shadow of a doubt, and also in January, 1885, elected
Graham
speaker
over
Boyer,
Quay’s
man.
*
*
*
No,
John,
I
We
do
altering,
repairing, relining, clean
has reduced its rate on periodical mail to one- have no oomplaint to make of the Republicans of the county.
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean
ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of
quarter of a cent a pound and shows a neat They sent me to the Legislature when the people ruled the
ladies’ and gents’ clothes at a very reason
able rate, and guarantee to do first-class
surplus. He offers no remedy for the pres county, before the days of bossism, and gave the usual courtesy
C o lle g e v ille , P a .
of a renomination two years later, but Quay made my election
work. We also make suits to order, to
ent state of affairs but higher postal charges. impossible, as well as that of my friend A. D. Petterolf for
very latest style. Goods called for
First - Class Bread, the
and delivered.
He fails to take into account the excessive Register of Wills, by forcing the nomination of George W. Delafor Governor, who lost the county by a good majority—
Cakes, Pies,
payments made to the railroads or the cir mater
1LLEVA BROTHERS, Coltefille, Ft
about 1200 I think—and tbe. State by nearly 20,000. A. D. P.
Candies, Etc.
cumstance that the express companies carry lost by less than 100 and C. T. K. by about 100. * * * Finally,
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.
interview with the Governor was held a f t e r the Union
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS- I am
m atter cheaper than the Government. They tbe
Pittsburg, Feb. 9.—Casper Llmbach,
party convention bad been raided by John’s friends in Philadel
not only underbid the Government in its own phia. John knows in what category this places him. Let him a wealthy man with anarchistic princi thankful to the public for patronage re
B A R G A IN S IN
himself accordingly. Tisn’t necessary, John, only to ples, who came prominently into the ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
business, but they have been influential govern
limelight
just
after
the
assassination
have a conscience. The conscience must be an enlightened one.
the same.
enough to prevent it from establishing a Now a word with the Dear Governor who won’t bolster up his of President McKinley, through his ut
CHARLES KIJHNT.
parcels post such as foreign countries ebjoy. champion (bis defamer in reality) by reinforcing him on the terance “That McKinley deserved just
I have for sale a number of desirable
main issue. Thanks are due to his Excellency for his many what he got,” committed suicide by
On the rural free-delivery business alone, compliments, although given with thinly veiled sarcasm. It is shooting.
farms and other properties. If you are a
buyer, or, If you have any kind of real
His wife declares the shooting was
Postmaster General Hitchcock admits, the not material where he lived in 1902. He certainly had a summer
estate to sell, call on or address
Government sustains a loss of about $28,000,- home in Schwenksyille at that time, and went there.from Hob caused by the continued persecutions
son’s reception in the early part of June of that year. The he had undergone at the hands of his J PO T T ST O W N , P E N N ’A
O0O in an expenditure of $32,000,000 annually. State
H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.,
in 1902 rang with the statement that he bad de neighbors since applauding the death
As John Brisben Walker points out, it carries clared papers
CO LLEG EV ILLE, FA.
Quay greater than Clay and Webster. He-never told me Of McKinley. He has been burned in
only twenty-five pounds per trip per wagon, so. If he did not invite me to the interview then' Satan, who is effigy, pelted with stones and at times Manufacturer and Dealer in A ll
P. S.—Automobiles repaired, repainted,
when with a pa reels-post system each of said to be tbe father of liars, isn’t in it with John. ' I begin to crowds have .gathered to .lynch .him.
Kinds of AM ERICAN and
and hired. First-class pianos sold at tbe
As a result of the damage to his
these wagons might be carrying from 500 to wonder if there was any interview at all, because John says property,
lowest possible prices. Pianos rented.
Linjbach sued the county
FOREIGN
was. The Governor did ask for my support, though it
700 pounds a trip 'each way and so contribut there
was distinctly and absolutely declared that Of course there was and was awarded several thousands of
ing to the profit of the Government and the no promise of any kind, and that such intimation was ah insult, dollars. '
p C L I , STOCK O F
convenience of the rural districts it under for which be should bold John to strict account.
C. T. K.
Frozen to Death In Alleys
takes to serve. With public facilities like
The foregoing ends the controversy, in
South Bethlehem, Pa., -Feb. 9. —
those long in operation in Great Britain and
King, of Wassergase, was frozen
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’
on the Continent, a branch of the postal ser so far as tbe I n d e p e n d e n t is concerned, be Adam
tions are being closed out at greatly
to death while on his way home, and
tween
Mr.
Kratz
and
Mr.
Vanderslice.
The
vice developed at enormous loss and yearly
his body was discovered, in a side Also Old Granite Work Cleaned duced prices.
responsible for larger and larger deficits “main issue” remains undetermined, neither alley at Hellertown. King evidently
M rs. F ra n c e s Barrett’s,
to
Look
Like
New.
had
been
to
the
store
for
a
supply
of
Ma in S t ., N nab Sta tio n ,
would be clearing millions.”
of the controversialists having established groceries, for beside his body was
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
Special
attention
given
to
cleaning
What answer has the Congress of the the date of a certain interview by corrobora foiind a basket full of provisions. In Granite Monuments, Tablets, Copings and
all kinds of cemetery work no matter of
United States tq make to the above argu tive evidence. The most charitable conclu hie clothing was found $35.
IR NA1.E.
.
on
how long standing or how badly discol
Slab wood sawed m stove lengt
Will guarantee to restore tbem_ to
ment? If the power of the express com sion to be derived from this (essential) point P resident's Brother Out of Hospital. ored.
Isaac Longstreth tract, entrant*)
tbeir original brightness without injuring
residence of D. H. B uckw alter on tbe
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 9.—Henry the Granite.
panies precludes a fair and candid answer, of the whole controversy is that somebody is
l leading from Trappe to Graterlo
Taft, brother of the president, has
Phone 17x, Centre Point.
the people should demand the reason why, under tbe ^badowy influence of an hallu W.
A d v e r tise Y ou r S a le s In th e
recovered sufficiently from his attack
cination.
and bow?
ml arrsin slM to leave the hospital.
I n d e p e n d e n t.

JSrendlitiger’s^

Id le
D o lla r s

W

Don’t
Save
Money

The Only
Kind of
Jew elry

Penn Trnst Co.

88" Alieva Brothers
Branch Shop in Collegeville

M’KINLEY’S ENEMY
COMMITS SUICIDE

Kuhnt’s Bakery,

Man Wliu Applauded Assassina
tion Driven to End Ufa.

REAL ESTATE!

HORACE STORB

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS
HEADQUARTERS FOR

iOLD UP TRAIN:
ROB PASSENGERS

at Evansville, xnd., and it was aeiermined to kill him. ss veterinarians said
that he would never be well. He had
been suffering from rheumatism for
more than a year, and Monday he be
came unmanageable from the intense
pain and was pronounced crazy.
A noose was tied in the middle of a
large rope and the ends were run
through pulleys and each was fas
tened to a trace chain that dangled
from a harnessed horse. When the
noose had been adjusted the horses
were driven in opposite directions,
thus choking the big beast to death.
As the pressure tightened one of the
horses was dragged backwards, bui
the other horse took up the slack rope
rapidly, and Fargo fell to the ground
and died in a few minutes.

RING GUSTAVE RALLIES
Royal Patient Shows Improvement Af
ter Appendix Is Removed.

ACCUSED OF
TAKING BRIBE

Stockholm, Feb. 9.—It was officially
announced that King Gustave was pro
WE HAVE THE LARGE8T ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
gressing towards recovery as rapidly
^ WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
as was to be expected following the
operation for appendicitis. No compii
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
cations have arisen from the surgery
Uaderwe&r, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
the announcement of khich in the pa
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLA8
pers took the capital and country by
lurprise.
-will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND IN8PECT OUR STOCK.
For three days the king had suf
fered with abdominal pains, which an
6arly diagnosis seemed to Indicate
were due to catarrh of the stomach
1358 W EST MAIN ST R E ET,
On a more thorough examination the
physicians reached the conclusion
Two Robbers Held Passengers at Bay
10-18.
NORRISTOWN, PA. With Revolvers, While a Third Col
that appenlicitis had developed, neces
sitating an immediate operation. At Hiram Moe Declares He Paid Senator
Young
Woman
Goes
Over
Niagara.
lected the Loot—Rode Into Town
Adds $1000 and Divided $5000
Miss Beatrice R. Snyder, of Buffalo, 10 o’clock Monday night the royal fam
and Escaped.
Among Two Others — Money Was
N. Y., committed suicide by going over ily, several members of which were
spending the evening at a concert,
Placed In Envelopes.
Three masked men held up and Niagara Falls. She entered the river were summoned to the palace, and
about
fifty
feet
back
from
Prospect
robbed a Missouri Pacific passenger
soon afterwards the operation w
Albany,
N. Y., Feb. 9 —Hiram G.
Point,
at
the
end
of
the
railing.
Wit
train near Pittsburg, Kan. They se
performed.
Moe
created
a sensation at the trial
nesses
say
she
hesitated
a
moment
cured about $400 and & small amount
of the Conger bribery charges in the
and then threw herself on the cur
of jewelry and escaped.
state senate when, on the witness
COKE PRICES DROP
The robbers boarded the train rent, which the next instant swept her
stand, he said he paid Senator Jotham
----------- -«——i m----------which was a local accommodation over the brink. On the hank she left
P.
AUds $1000 to help kill certain
a
handbag,
handkerchief
and
a
note,
Tumble
From
$2.50
to
$2
In
Less
Than
running between Goffeyvllle, Kan., and
reads:
bridge legislation.
a Week.
Set of 2 0 Pieces of gilt-edge Colonial Glassware, Nevada, Mo., on the outskirts of Pitts which
“Dear Mamma and Papa—May you
This man is Hiram G. Moe. He has
Pittsburg, Fe|>. 9. — Connellsville
burg. They took seats in the chair car
worth $3.50, selling at $2.50.
both forgive men for bringing this coke has taken the most sensational been an employe of some of the Cong
and rode quietly until the train was awful
upon yiu in these years price tumble this week in the history ers since he was seventeen years of
Dinner Sets—100 pieces — regular price $15, near Cornell, Kan. There they leaped of yourdisgrace
life. Also may our heavenly of the industry. Since last Friday tb
age, and he now lacks a year of three
from their sets, backed Conductor
score.
reduced to $10.50.
Garrity into a corner and, drawing father forgive all my sins. But I have price of coke has dropped from $2.6(>
always been very good, thank God. to $2 and even to $1.90, while contrac'
the time he says he paid Allds
their
revolvers,
warned
him
not
to
call
Ribbons—Nos. 100 and 120, reduced from 30c. for assistance from other members of You will find a slip for the money un coke, on which the manufacturers theAtmoney
Moe was the private secre
der your dresser scarf. With my heart were asking $2.65 a week ago, Is be tary of Frank Conger, the active mem
to 18 cents.
the train erew.
all the kindness and tender love. ing offered at $2.25.
ber of the Conger family In, the bridge
One of the robbers then covered the full of love
to aTl. Goodby. Lovingly.
The independent operators in the business, and brother of Senator Benn
passengers with two large revolvers. With
.
Connellsville region are demoralized. Conger, who made the charges against
“You will now prepare to give up your Beatrice.”
Efforts are being made to revive the Senator Allds. The bribery is alleged
valuables,” he said. “My partner here
Kills Brother Playing With Gun.
merger plan which failed last year, as to have taken ^lace on April 23, 1901,
will pass among you. Please be quiet.
and Frank Conger died.early in 1902.
Norman Harper, aged five years, had the only solution to the situation.
The “partner” thereupon produced
the
top
of
his
head
blown
off
at
his
Overproduction
in
the
Connellsville
gunny sack and started on his colleo
Money Placed In Envelopes,
tion tour. From each passenger he home ip Spring Mount, near Norris field, coupled with the failure of the
town,
Pa.
He
and
his
older
brother,
steel corporation to take coke from the
Moe. in the open senate, testified
took everything of value. Money,
FALL 1909.
ESTABLISHED 1858.
watches, diamonds and rings, all went Raymond were in the attic, playing, open market for the first half of the that he left Groton, Tompkins county,
Into the sack. One woman screamed when the younger boy took down a year In as large quantities as was ex on April 22,*1901, and reached Albany
and fainted. The collector calmly lift shade roller and, pointing it at his pected, is blamed for the present sit that night with $6500 in currency,
uation.
which was given him by Frank Conger
ed a ring from her finger, picked her brothe-, said* “I’ll shoot you.”
MANUFACTURER and dealer in
The older boy picked up an old
in Croton. At the direction of Senator
purse up from the floor to which it
ALL KINDS OF
Benn Conger, he swears, $4000 of this
had fallen and passed on to the next musket and pointed it at his brother
money was placed in one envelope and
victinj. Passengers revived the woman He pressed the trigger. There was a
sealed and the name of the assemblyafter the robbers left the coach, report and the little fellow received
man who was to get It written on the
Throughout the progress of the rob both loads, which were not -known to
bery the train hurried ahead. Not one t>e in the r-usket, full in the face. His
back by Moe, who then placed $1000
in a second envelope and sealed it,
We invite youi inspection of the largest and best se of the qrew with the exception of the death was instantaneous.
The parents heard the report and
lected stock in the county. Our factory supplies fresh conductor knew a robbery was being
attd $1000 In a third envelope, which
goods. Do not buy shopworn goods when yon can buy perpetrated
rushed upstairs to see the tot breathe
was. also sealed. The names of the two
the latest patterns for 1909. Parlor Suits a specialty. In
When the lights in the town of Cor his last.
assemblymen who were to get th«
*11 grades and our own make. Do not buy a set of parlor furniture covered up ready
to go out. If you do, you are buying a eat in a bag. See your suit before it is cov nell loomed Into view several of the
$1000 were written by Moe on the back
ered up aod see your coverings before they are put on.
Delaware Farmers Organize.
passengers at the rear of the coach
of the respective envelopes, at the dic
Delaware farmers and producers
I>. V. MOWDAY, U ndertaker and E m balm er,
who had not been reached by the rob
tation of Senator Conger. Moe swears
bers had hopes that they would escape from all parts of the state held a
these sealed envelopes were handed
• 2 3 8 , 24©, 2 4 2 an d 244 E a st M ain S t., N orristow n .
meeting at Dover and organized the
by him to the three assemblymen for
We take full charge when requested.
Both ’PhoDes without their valuables, and they be Delaware Produce Exchange for the
Atlantic City, Feb. 9. — That the whom they were intended, and that
gan placing them back In their pock
ets. Bnt they were doomed to disap packing, selling and shipping of all reputable American packer needs no Senator Allds got one of the envelopes
benzoate of soda or other poison to containing $1000. Who got the other
o r Ni l e .
pointment. Just because the train fruits and vegetables.
H E N R Y G. FLY.
James T. Shallcross, of New Castle, preserve the fruits and vegetables two envelopes wasn’t divulged, and
Farms, residences, hotels, building stopped at the station the robbers did
all locations, prices and terms, not hurry away. The robber with the presided, and Professor Wesley Webb, which he places in his cons, is being Conger’s attorneys stated that they
G R A T E R S F O R D . P A . sites
Also a number of houses in Norristown, gunny sack stripped the last passen of Dover, was elected temporary sec harmed rather than benefited by the wouldn’t make known their names un
B E E F , VEAL, Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
decisions of federal food supervisors less the senate requested it or coun
ger in the car of his goods, and then retary.
Mr. Shal’cross In his address said: under which sulphate of copper, used sel for Allds insisted upon it.
the three dropped off the train and
Money to loan on first mortgage.
MUTTON,
"Heretofore we have had to,beg the to green so-called “French peas,” Is
disappeared dpwn an alley into the
Senator Edgar T. Brackett made It
THOS. B. WILSON,
town.
transportation companies with our lit exempted from the rules against for plain that the other two names should
P O R K , an d
No attempt was made to rob the ex tle offerings of less than a carload of eign substances in cans and is ready to not be brought Into the proceedings,
Eagleville, Pa.
a ll k in d s o f
press car of the train. Sheriff Merri- this Or that product; now, with our turn to the newspapers and maga as they would be Unable to protect
wether, with a score of deputies, is Aggregate of many-carloads, summing zines for assistance . in having real themselves in these proceedings.
D ressed
searching for the men. Passengers up the hundreds, we will compel them pure food laws enforced, while other
P o u ltr y .
Moe declared Senator Conger Intro
One Cold Saved.
preserving industries are making duced him to the man to whom he
Logic Js logic, whether it touches the were able to give a good description tc beg us."
Served in ^COLLEGEVILLE every Tues
every possible effort to prevent the paid the $4000 envelope and also'In
day, Thursday and Saturday.
affairs of nations or a cold In the of the robbers. They are believed to
enforcement of proper labeling laws, troduced him to Senator Allds, but
Finds “Dead" Husband.
I pay 8c. per pound for veal calves and head. The conviction, says London be hangers-on of the mining camps in
50c. extra for delivery.
In a woodchopper who was at work members of the National Canners’ as that Senator Conger didn’t see him
Tit-Bits, was forced upon a Liverpool the north part of the county. For sev
Butter, Poultry and Eggs bought.
woman whose coachman, although he eral month* a crowd of loose charac near her home at Wabash, Ind., Mrs. sociation are preparing a campaign to hand the $1000 in the envelope to the
had been ill for several days, appeared ters, including gamblers and traders, Albert Hol’y recognized her husband, force the government to carry out a third assemblyman. Moe’s story of how
Mail orders promptly attended to.
one morning with his hair closely crop have been infesting these places. Sev whom she had not seen sence he hail rigid inspection of every cannery in the $6000 was fixed up in Conger’s
eral murders have been committed re marched away a soldier in the Civil the country, and the greatest work of apartment was graphic. Moe carried
ped.
the association, which opened its an the money in the envelopes In his
War forty-seven years ago.
J A. MOONEY,
“Why, Dennis,” said the mistress, cently.
She believed he was killed in battle nual convention here, will be toward pocket to the capital. Meeting Allds
“whatever possessed you to have your
KMIs His Family.
and sold her home and moved awry. securing both enforcement of present In the Capital, Senator Conger Is al
(VOBMBRLT OP NOHBI8TOWN,)
hair cut while you had such a bad
Firm in the belief that he was sav He could not find her when he return pure food laws and the enactment of leged to have said to Moe: “This is
cold?”
ing his family and himself from hor
still more stringent inspection stat Assemblyman Allds coming now,” and
“Well, mum,” replied the unabashed rible torture because of failure to car ed from the south and became a wan utes.
Moe and Conger approached the then
Dennis, “I do be takin’ notice this long ry out a religious decree that had dering carpenter.
“We demand that the label show assemblyman.
Mrs. Holly married James Stull a
while that whiniver I have me hair been pronounced against them. Wil
just
exactly
what
is
In
the
can,”
de
G R A T E R F O R D , PA.
“Joe, this Is the representative of
cut I take a bad cowld, so I thought liam Ruckheim, aged thirtyflve years,- few years after the war. For forty
years they lived happily together. Ten clared President Walter O, Heffieker, my brother Frank,” Senator Conger is
to
meself
that
now,
while
I
had
the
Shoeing of road and track horses a
a farmer near Parker’s Prairie, Minn., months ago he was thrown from his of the Tri-State Packers’ association, alleged to have said, and Moe claims
•Pccialty. First-class new and repair cowld on to me, it would be the time murdered his wife and four children car and killed.
whose members In New Jersey, Dela he then said to Allds:
of
all
others
to
go
and
get
me
hair
cut*ork in all branches of blacksmithing, at
and then stabbed himself. He prob
Holy and his wife will now remarry. ware and Maryland represent the
“Mr. Allds, Mr. Conger told me to
tin’
done,
for
by
that
course
I
would
Popular prices.
ably will live. Ruckheim declared
greatest proportion of the fruit and give you this amount,” handing Sena
save meself just one cowld. Do you with every evidence of sincerity that
vegetable packing industry of the te Allds the envelope.
Your patronage solicited.
Colored Girl Wins Gold Medal.
see the power of me reasonin’, mum?” he had received1a divine message de
425-3m.
Stella E. Gibbs, a fourteen-year-old country.
Before Mr. Moe’s direct examination
manding that he and the members of colored school girl, won the gold
was over, Mr. Osborne asked him if
Littlest Father.
his family proceed to the cemetery at medal presented by Secretary Wil
5000 GO TO SCHOOL HUNGhY he was sure the assemblyman he gave
The woman who came to clean up Strath Efflngton, there to exh.ume with
the envelope to containing the $1000
k e y s t o n e
was telling how she left her boy to their bare hands several bodies deeply liam A. Kerr, of the Hoboken, N. J„
take care of the baby. The boy was burled. “Before Easter,” the deer « board of education, for the highest per And 10,000 Other Children In Chicago In April, 1901, was the present re
spondent, Senator Allds.
two anil one-half years old. The baby declared, unless the command was centage at the midwinter examinations
Insufficiently Nourished.
for admission to the Hoboken high
Mr. Moe turned and looked Senator
was six mouths.
Washington, Feb. 9.—Five thousand
carried out as pronounced Ruckheim school. She attained a general aver
Allds squarely In the eye and the sen
“That’s
the
youngest
little
father
I
children
who
attend
the
public
schools
and his family would be dragged to
R O Y E R SFO R D , PA .
ever heard of.” said the flat dweller death. With such a fate, seemingly in age pf 99 1 3 per cent in six subjects. in Chicago are habitually hungry, and ator grinned.
“Yes, I’m sure it’s the same Senator
she was cleaning up for. “Do you evitable, before him, Ruckheim says She had 15 J competitors.
10,000 othe*- children in that city are
PRICE LIST.
lock them in?”
not sufficiently nourished, according, Allds,” replied Mr. Moe.
l^e decided to kill his family and him
"And you are certain he is the man
Blind ""en Years; Sees Again.
“Yes,” said the cleaning woman.
to a letter from the superintendent of
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 3% cents per foot.
self. '
you
handed the envelope to containing
After
being
blind
for
ten
years,
Mrs.
oo'Yer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot.
“Poor little fellow!” said the flat
schools
of
Chicago,
from
which
Repre
Ruckheim hacked his wife’s body al
“ ■ 8 “ 12 “
“
“
Anna T. Paschall, an aged Quakeress, sentative ^enry, of Texas, read ex the $1000?" asked Mr. Osborne.
dweller.
“Locked
in
to
burn
in
case
most
to
pieces.
Each
of
the
children’s
10
20
“I am sure,” answered Mr. Moe.
of fire! Some day when you are bodies also contained a number of deep of Concord, near Chester, Pa., can now cerpts in the house.
15
40
Before Moe testified Senator Benn
20
cleaning up for me I want to go over cuts made by the axe. They all were see. Cataracts, which were success
50
'Texas,” declared Mr. Henry, reply
! Budding Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 cents a and see that little father, who ought in bed and could make no resistance fully removed recently by a Chesfer ing to a recent speech In defense of Conger filed a sworn bill of particu
to be in the cradle himself, takjng nor effort at escape. After the murder specialist,- caused her blindness.
the' new tariff law delivered by Rep-e- lars. He declared that “the person
Building Brick, $8 and $12 per 1000.
Now that she has emerged from a : sentative
__________
I of Illinois, “is pros who delivered $1000 to Allds, on nr
Boutelle,
care
of
the
six-month-old
baby.
I
of
his
family
Ruckheim
went
into
the
reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
“*• a piece.
want to just sit there and look on barnyard, slew four head of cattle in decade’s stay in the land of darkness, j perous in spite of the Payne-Aldricv> about April 23, 1901, was Hiram G.
Water Troughs, $1.00 per foot.
awhile. Poor little fellow!”—Chicago order that his dogs might not suffer Mrs. Paschall declares that she feds i tariff bill, tf that law-had anytthing to Moe, of Groton, Tompkins county.”
Vases, $8.00 each.
for want of food. Then he returned to as if she had been born again, and do with the prosperity of Texas, why “This sum,” he asserts, “was demand
oiuewalk Slabs, lOcentsper square foot. Inter Ocean.
does it not bring prosperity to Chi ed by Allds of Benn Conger and Frank
the house, and after he had knelt in that she feels thirty years younger.
oorsteps and Sills, 25 cents per foot.
wHson
Portland
Cement,
$1.40
per
barcago and other great cities of the Conger in the interests of the Ameri
prayer,
with
a
jackknife
stabbed
him
What Accountancy Mean*.
Wnet.
can Bridge company, a corporation.”
Doctor
Dies
In
Sickroom.
country?”
Accountancy is not and never can self below the heart He did not die.
Circulars free.
Bell Phone 4-Y.
Suddenly transformed from patient
“What do you know about white ba
be a matter of abstract knowledge to
to attending physician, Albert Carrol! bies In Chicago selling for from $1 to
Lamp Wipes Out Family.
be transferred by means of lectures,
but is t;he art of knowing how to ap
An entire family was practically leaped from his sick bed to assist $3 each?” asked Representative Ruck SAY COOK IS IN BERMUDA
ply that knowledge to the require exterminated when a kerosene lamp Dr. William Penn Compton, a Wash er, of Mlssonri. No one replied.
Brooklyn Man Asserts That Polar Exments of business under very varying exploded, wrecking the home of An ington physician, clubman and so
plorer Is In West Indies.
conditions. It Is essentially something drew Pacie, in Walls, a suburb of Pitts ciety man, who was stricken with
Two Negroes Hanged.
heart
failure
while
attending
him.
New
York, Feb. 9.—Dr. Frederick A.
burg,
Pa.
Pacie,
who
Is
twenty-eight
that cannot be taught in lectures or
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 9.—For a
i h i i L LIVE 8T<>ck insurance CO. classes, but can only be acquired as years old, was lying in bed 111 with Naught Mr. Carroll could do, however, crime so brutal that Its details wem , Cook,
. . . whose claim of having discovkcUr* unt of ‘ PP^kement paid when loss a result of careful individual study typhoid fever, while his wife was in proved effective, and Dr. Compton only whispered in court, George Rey- ®red the_ N°r*h Pole was discredited
•.
_
_
°
“ ' nv YnP Iranian coiontloto nnJ
and a reasonable amount of actual another room with a four-days’ «id quickly expired.
nolds and Harper Irving, negroes, were by the Danish scientists, and whose
I. Z. REINER, President.
baby.
practice.—Bookkeeping.
hanged here. The two negroes attack whereabouts, for many weeks has been
W, BARRY, Sec’y, Eaglevllle.
Aeronaut’s Odd Suicide.
The lamp in the mother’s room
ed Mrs. F. H. Jackson on the night a complete mystery, has been discov
With his head thrust duto the en of Dec. 23 in a residence part of the ered In Bermuda, according to a re
M. H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
room burned too low and exploded,
After the Honeymoon.
velope of a balloon into -which a stream,
4 p p ra is e rs t
"Pa, whai’s the difference between scattering oil and igniting the furnish of illuminating gas was pouring, C. A. city and dragged her to a vacant lot. port printed In the Globe.
The discovery of Dr. Cook’s where
ings
of
the
roqjn.
In
frantic
efforts
to
where they held her for two hours
S°Bl|oji D5T" i l b r > Eagleville; H. H. Idealism and realism?"
Farrar, an aeronaut, thirty years old,
abouts was made by G. J. L. Doer“Idealism, my son, is the contempla rescue her child and the helpless hus was found dead on the roof of the with a razor at her throat. She will schuck,
7kl»?N,T<C“1i ^ evU1« ? w E. BEAN,
of Brooklyn, who arrived here
W™f e ’ Norris
v AME8
A- MORGAN, «1 East tion qf marriage; realism is being mar band, Mrs. Pacie was fatally burned. house where he lodged in San Fran probably be an invalid for life as the from Bermuda.
town.
The
child
received
the
full
force
of
result
of
her
treatment.
ried.”—Boston Transcript.
the explosion and will die. Pacie, un cisco. It is thought HI health caused
able to raise from his sick bed, saw him to commit suicide.
L
I ndependent’s eight pa^es
Two Dogs Kill Forty Hens.
Greatly Overestimated.
Eggs Ordered Destroyed.
the
flames approach and was not res
Mauch Chunk, Pa., Feb. 9. _ Two
To Die For Attacking Girl.
L, 10
and general news,agriHewitt—Half the world doesn’t know
Pittsburg, Feb. 9.—Federal judges
cued
until
the
bed
clothes
had
caught
Joseph Sigerella, an Italian, was young dogs owned by Joslah Strohl, a Orr and Young made an order, upon
i0teUra\ D°tes, short stories and Ihow the other half lives. Jewltt—i fire. He cannot live.
sentenced to be hanged on May 27 at fanner residing about ten miles from application of the United States dis
miscellaneous reading think yon overestimate the number of
the workhouse at Wilmingtol, Del. this place, killed forty of his laying trict attorney, that a shipment of 25,people who mind their own business.—
Crazy Elephant Put to Death.
L_,
A copy every week for 52 Brooklyn Life.
Last March he was convicted Of at bens in ono day. The dogs, which ar«
storage eggs be destroyed. The
Fargo, the largest elephant In the tacking Mildred Poor, a young Ameri young, played with the hens until aU 000
shipment was received in this city
Norris & Howe Circus, went insane can eiri.
were dead.
Baltimore last week.

Outlaws Commit Daring Grims
in Kansas.

W I M I . Z E 3 I. G

I L B E R T ,

GET $400 AND JEWELRY

Says He Gate New York Leg
islator $1000.

TO KILL BRIDGE LEGISLATION

$CIr* Special Reductions
iisr

GLASSWARE S DINNER SETS.

KTJLP & MOYER, GRATERFORD, PA.
Headquarters for Furniture.
D. Y . M OW DAY

CANNERSDON’TNEED
BENZOATE GFSODA

Demand Enforcement of Pore
Food Laws.

F

Blacksmith-'Horseshoer

bent. Brick and Tile Works,

WoreYourHorses^

n.oo.
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FARM AND GARDEN.
WHEN PLANTS ARE FROZEN.

TH E W RECK MASTER.

Hints on Restoring Window Garden
Flowers to Health.

He Does, Some Tall Hustling When
the Line Is Blocked.

FEBRUARY
TROUSER
SALE

When a wreck blocks the line the
During the winter the amateur in
gardening has much to contend with, wreck master is the biggest man on
the railroad. Even the president, if
and not the least of the evils is frost, by unhappy chance he happens to be
especially where an endeavor is made there,, steps aside and keeps silent aft
to keep more or less tender plants er the wreck train halts with a jerk
through the cold, dull months in a of grinding brakes and hissing air be
fore the indescribable confusion of
M AKE YOUR OWN CALABASH. poorly heated greenhouse or frame.
Fortunately science has come to our shattered wood and twisted steel
This after inventory February Trouser Sale should not be
Any Farmer Can Grow the Gourd and aid and taught us a few things con which clutter the tracks. The wreck
master’s
feet
are
on
the
ground
before
ignored by men of moderate means; its a grand opportunity
Transform It Into a Pipe.
cerning the effects of frost on tender
Do you want a calabash pipe? If so, plants, and with these principles fully the shrieking wheels have ceased turn
to buy a pair of odd trousers to wear out your old coat and
you needn’t pay a dealer from $5 to grasped we are in a position to combat ing. There follow at his heels a half
score
of
men,
all
experts,
but
of
less
vest at a reduction of 1-3 off. Our clientile in this vicinity is
$12 for one.. Grow it and make it
yourself. After you have grown the frost. Plants which are kept as dry degree than their leader.
large; they know that when we reduce the price on
Me shouts an order that seems as
&ourd you can make the pipe in about as possible during a spell of frosty
unintelligible
as
a
drlllmaster’s
com
weather
without
being
allowed
to
suf
half an hour at a cost of half a dol
trousers, suits, or overcoats, that the value is LEGITI
lar, So says the bureau of plant In fer from this cause will withstand suc mand, then another and another.
MATELY and HONESTLY there. W e want you to see
There
is
instant
action.
At
one
end
dustry at Washington. And your cessfully far more frost than the same
homemade calabash; if you take prop kind of plants whose tissues are gorged of the train a locomotive begins to
these trouser bargains w ith your own eyes. We want you
er pains in the making, will be just with liquid, and science has also taught creep cautiously away with the coach
es
that
have
stayed
on
the
rails.
An
to know there isn’t a pair of trousers (black and blue ex
as artistic and satisfactory as the ex us that the greatest mischief is caused
express car up toward the 'forward-end
pensive imported one.
cepted) in our stock that hasn’t been reduced.
of the passenger train is tilted trem
The calabash is made from a South by rapid thawing.
To
grasp
the
above
facts
it
may
be
blingly
on
its
trucks.
It
is
loaded
with
African gourd. Until recently this
gourd was not grown elsewhere, but as well before proceeding further to bales of silk perhaps or with other
the American consul at Cape Town, just consider briefly what really hap costly merchandise. The wreckers do
W e want you to look at these prices:
pens when a plant gets frozen. It is not stop to inquire. To them it is
now generally known that a plant, like simply an obstruction that h as' to be
the human body, is made up of tiny removed immediately. There is a
cells, each of which, of Course, has its heaving chorus, and it plunges down
own walls. Under ordinary conditions the embankment. A hundred yards
u
and when a plant has abundance of away a loaded freight car in the op
moisture at its disposal these cells are posite train is hanging over the edge.
u
u
turgid with liquid. Now, when liquid Fifty crowbars give it a tip that sends
becomes frozen it is one of the laws it down to the foot of the hill. As it
of nature that expansion takes place, lands there is a crash of discordant,
and in the case of that in the plant tortured strings, an inharmonious out
cells no exception to this law is made. burst as though half a hundred cats
This expansion, then, results in a rup had landed simultaneously on half
ture of the plant cell walls, which un a hundred keyboards. “Pianos,’ re
der ordinary conditions of thawing marks one of the panting workmen to
All Suits and Overcoats suffer the same reduction save a
another standing at his shoulder. They
causes the plant to collapse.
quarter; others a third off in price.
It has been proved that when a plart do not pause even to grin. An instant
is thawed very slowly the plant cells later they are heaving away at some
Men who need clothes never put off. They act now. are able to absorb the moisture which thing else.—Thaddeus S. Dayton in
has been forced by expansion through Harper’s Weekly.
the cell walls, and the rupture is to a
great extent made good.
CHINA’S GREAT W A L L
Assuming that the plants have not
CA LA B A SH P I P E G O U B D S.
been watered more often than is abso It Would Be a Mighty Task to Dupli
H. L. Washington, sent some of the lutely necessary , and that one morning
cate It Today.
THE OLD AND RELIABLE. ■
calabash seeds to the department of we visit the greenhouse or frames to
What man has done, we are told,
agriculture in 1906. Since then the find that frost has reached them, we man can do. But to erect today a
government has discovered by experi know that if they are to be saved great fortification comparable to the
mentation that the calabash will grow thawing must be done very slowly. Great wall of China would be a heavy
almost anywhere in the United States. First of all, we must take care that tax on both the resources and the res
The gourd seed is planted about like the heating apparatus, if any is used, olution of Europe. A score or two of INCORPORATED M A T 18. 1871.
melon seeds and at the same period. does not get into working order again, warships are all very well, but the
It grows luxuriantly, each vine pro and if there is any likelihood of a cost of labor and the will Involved in
ducing many gourds. Not all of them burst of sunshine shade the structure building fleets can hardly be compared
are suitable for pipe material. Many with thick mats or anything else that to those devoted to the building of
are blighted by insect bites or other can be quickly secured. Then procure that great barrier about two centuries
causes. Most of the gourds crook an abundant supply of ice cold water before the coming of Christ, when
their own necks in growing. If the and syringe or otherwise drench the Home was struggling with Hannibal.
grower wants a pipe neck with arti plants with this until frost is grad
Two thousand five hundred and fifty
ficial kinks he can get what he wants ually removed from the tissues. This miles, including spurs, arms and loops,
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
by bending the pliable neck in the will probably mean very cold hands is the length ascribed to it by Dr. W.
Has set the Whole Town
way it is desired for it to grow and and chattering teeth, but It is either E. Gell, the only white man, We be
then waiting until the gourd matures.
this or losing the plants. For several lieve, who has traveled the whole
Agog !
Cut off the big end of the gourd at days subsequently the plants should length of it. It has been said that the
the; point indicated for your pipe be kept as cool as possible without Great wall is the only object of man’s
bowl’s top. Clean out the pith. Cut allowing frost to reach them again.
handiwork which could- be discerned
off the neck end and make a little hole
from the moon, and one calculation has
GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and
with your knife blade. Get a curved
it that if the material of the wall were
Insurance In Force: S12,000,000.
PATENTS
N
EW
_H
AY
PRESS.
pipe mouthpiece with a screw thread.
disposed about the globe at the equa
never before sold so rapidly.
One from any old pipe will do, but it
tor there would be a wall girdle eight
should be carefully boiled beforehand Makes Two Bales at Time and Aver feet high and three feet thick around
W E are determined to close out the stock we have on hand
ages Six Hundred Bales a Day.
to cleanse it from nicotine deposits.
Office o f th e C om p an y:
the earth.
and
our
deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you how
Theodule
Guidry,
a
resident
of
Screw the thread into the opening
One can believe that to this day the
COEEEGEVIEEE, PA.
in the neck of your gourd. If you Church Point, La., who for many years name of the Emperor Chin is cursed
anxious we are to sell.
want an inner pipe bowl that can be has been interested in farming and all along the wall- by the posterity of
A. D. FETTER O LF, S ecreta ry .
taken out for cleaning, you can buy a improving the devices used by farm the wretches who were forced to the
cheap one, such as is used in meer ers, has received a patent on a new gigantic .task of building it, In the H . W . KRATZ, P r e sid e n t,
schaums, at a tobacconist’s store. A double baler hay press. This press Is days of its greatest importance, when
N o rristo w n , P a .
little plaster of paris poured into the unique in its construction, having done it was still holding back the Tartar
calabash bowl and the inner bowl
$4 0 0 SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
hordes,
it
is
believed
to
have
had
on
then-pressed down flush with the top away with the large springs ordinarily its line 25,000 towers, each capable of
<(
“
:: 2.70
3.50
“
of the cut off gourd will make the in in use on such balers and decreased holding 100, men, and 15,000 watch(c
ner bowl fit snugly. Don’t leave it in the draft to a minimum. Experiments towers. Even today there remains 20,“
:: 2.35
3.00
4‘
the plaster of paris more than three with models have demonstrated a ca 000 towers and 10,000 watchtowers,
i€
:: 1.85
2.50
“
minutes when fitting, for if you do it pacity of fifty or sixty bales an hour.
Here is what you need.
with some 2.000 miles of wall that
%t
will set hard and be permanently
It is constructed with a baling cham could. With moderate repairing, be
“
:: 1.55
2.00
“
stuck. Take it out after two or three ber on both ends of the press and com made into a formidable military work.
There is no time like the
<
€
“
:: 1.30
minutes, when the plaster is partly presses the hay by a plunger working
1.50
“
—London News.
present to assure yourself of
dried.
oh a crank shaft past the feed box on
Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full
After the plaster dries thoroughly each end. The crank shaft is connect
good crops for the future, es
Giants and Dwarfs.
put the inner bowl back, get a pipeful ed to a beam to which one horse is
In the seventeenth century all the pecially as your prosperity is BARGAINS in SHOES and SLIPPERS
of good tobacco, light a match, place hitched for power, and at each round
abnormally large and small folks of
of the horse a stroke is made on two Austria were assembled in Vienna in measured by the crops you' pro
,4 ,P o t t hs t o tw n 6T’
different bales, one on each end. It is response to a whim of the empress.
possible with this model to get a bale As circumstances required that all duce.
i g p POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.
of any desired weight, the same being should be housed in one building, there
There is only one way to as
controlled by two springs attached to was a fear that the imposing propor
a movable side of the baler which reg tions of the giants would terrify the sure bounteous crops, and that
ulates the compression of bales.
dwarfs. But the dwarfs teased and
Mr. Guidry says he thinks the baler tormented the giants so that these is by using sufficient plant food.
will beat anything on the market for overgrown mortals complained with If your manure does not reach,
speed and simplicity, and he is now tears in their eyes, and as a conse
negotiating with manufacturing com quence sentinels had to be placed to you cannot afford to buy stable
panies for its construction and sale.
protect the giants from their pygmy manure; it is too expensive
persecutors, for the smallest men had
the biggest brains and the longest You should therefore use the
Orchards Worth $1,000 Per Acre.
__________
A feature at a recent fruit show was tongues.
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
an exhibit of Nova Scotia apples and
Corrupted His Style.
tainable.
a printed statement showing the prof
“The late Richard Watson Gilder,”
its of fruit growing in that province,
Our goods are sold entirely
especially in the Cornwallis and An said a New York poet, “always op
napolis provinces. The average esti posed the reading of light literature. on their own merits, and where
mate of cultivating, fertilizing, spray A poet, he said, could not read such
ing and pruning per acre was $25, and literature without corrupting his liter once used, always used.
the cost of picking and packing the ary style.
“He once told me that the poet in
We guarantee the different
fruit is estimated at 50 cents per bar
rel. The yield reported from eight to this respect was like Brown’s parrot.
“Brown bought a parrot for $20 grades to be in perfect mechani
ten orchards shows an average for the
past five years of from 100 to 165 bar from a pet stock dealer and, a week or cal condition, and to produce,
rels of shipping apples per acre, sold two later returned to the shop and in
C O L L E C E V IL L E
results.
at an average price varying from sisted that the bird be taken back.
“
‘What’s
the
matter
with
itT
the
$1.90 t o '$2.50 per barrel during the
A fair trial will convince.
five years- The gross returns per acre dealer asked.
•«‘W-w-Why,’ said Brown, ‘the durnrange from $190 to $304 and the net
Manufactured, by JACOB
returns from $117 to $219. The aver ed c-c-critter st-stutters.’ ”
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
age
net
returns
for
all
the
orchards
CA LA BASH P IP E S .
TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
Expert Opinion.
for the five years were $174 per acre,
the bit in your mouth, puff away and a sum sufficient to pay 15.75 per cent
“What do you think made Hamlet
dream dreams of auld lang syne or on $1,000. Accordingly a valuation of so suspicious of the ghost?” asked Mr. ery County, Pa., and for sale
All kinda of Cemetery Work to Plain
castles in the air. You are now a cal- $1,000 per acre for these orchards Stormington Barnes.
abasher, qualified and passed by the seems not excessive.
“He probably thought,” answered by
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
United States government.
the psychic researcher, “that no well
anteed. Estimates furnished.
H
.
T
.
H
UNSICK
ER,
Uncle Sam says the farmers must
regulated ghost would manifest him
Quick Improvement of Sweet Corn.
pot Imagine that they can make a big
Iro n b rid g e, P a .
self
without
ringing
bells
or
tipping
As a result of several years’ selec
income by growing calabashes and
tables.”—Washington Star.
J , K . CEEMMER &. NON,
selling the gourds for pipe material. tion Nelson S. Stone of Massachusetts
S p rin g M anat, P a.
Gourds are Imported now at from 25 reported last season sweet corn which
Putting Him Wise.
cents to $2 a dozen. It is the necessi matured nearly a week earlier than
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class a d vertis
“I’d like to make you my wife,” FR A N K BA R N D T ,
ty of hand work in making the pipes other early kinds which he had tried, said the practical young man, “but
G
reen
L
an
e,
P
a
.
and
the
ears
were
almost
double
the
that causes them to be expensive
they tell me you Can’t keep house.”
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
when you have to buy them. No two size of other early varieties. The im
“Don’t you believe all they tell you,” H IEliEG A SS A K R A U SE,
provement
was
made
by
choosing
the
gourds are of the same shape or size.
P en n sb u rg , P a. county. If you have anything to se ll-n o matterj
rejoined the girl in the case. “You get
Consequently all the cutting and fit earliest ears and then using those the house and put it in my name, and
grains
that
grew
on
the
middle
of
the
ting must be done by hand. It Is
w hat—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.
I’ll prove to you that I can keep i t ”— JO H N H . FARING ER,
worth while for a smoker to have a eob and then still further selecting the Wvphunirp.
n n . M . 2 . N o rristo w n . P a .
Inrcrest
and
best
shaped
grains.
ulna which he has made himself.

$2.00 Men’s Trousers, $1.33
2.00
3.00
2.75
4.00
3.33
5.00
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W E IT Z E N K O R N S , - PO TTSTO W N .

W E ’V E S T I R R E D

P e ta l) Valley Mutual Fite
Insurance Company

T H E TOW N

Weitzenkorn’s Shoe Sale

Insures A p s t Fire anJ Storm

NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT

FAR M ER S,

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S ,

CULBERT’S |

DRUG S T O R E
COLLEGEVTLLE, PA.

Marble and Granite Works,
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